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Abstract
We study a construction, which yields a class of raiìsla tion invariant states on
(plant iiiii spill cilnills, (‘ilaraCterii’ed I iy the >roj)erty that till’ correlations across aiiy
bond can be modelled on a finite dmnleIlsiomlal vector Space. These states, which are
(lense in t lie set of all translation nivariant states, can be considered as generalized
valence bond states. We develop a comiiplete theory of time ergo(lic (leCOml)osition
of such states, including the deconlu)sition into pernidic “Ned ordered’ states.
Ergodic finit’v correlated states have exponeiitial (lecaV of correlations. All states
coIlsiliereli (‘liii he cOnsi(Iered as “fiinct ions of states of a special kind, S() call(’(l
“plir’ly gem ted states’, which are shiowii to i)(’ grOmUl(l states for sint ably chosen
interactions, We show tha,t all these states have a spectral gap. Our theory does
not require synunetry (if the state with respect to a local gauge group, l)Ut tile
isotropic ground states of some onediniensional anitferromagnet.s, recently studied
by Affleck, Kennedy, Lieb, and Tasaki fall in this class.
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In the last few years several authors have discovered and studied a certain type
of Quantum Spin Hamiltoniaris with finite range int,eractiomis, which have grOmllm(l
states that can he constructed exactly [42,5,9,22,38]. They are called VBSrnodehs,
hu’camis(’ of the Valence—Bond structure of the grolmn(l states. After suitable gemier
ahization omw fimids that t.hie mmmcii older Majumiidar-Chosh-mnodel [46,47,5], has the
sammie at rtictimre, although the ground at at(’S are especially simple there.
It hma.s to be mnentioned that. this class of models does not coimicide (and probably
not even imitersects) the class of integrable modeis which are soluble by the Bethe—
Ansatz [14,36,55,11] or with the use of Temperly-Lieb algebra.s or Yang-Baxter
type methods [12,13,43], and which have been the imispiring examples in many
branches of tiieoreticah physics for some decades. This means that the theory of
finitely correlated states, developed in this pp”, provides a new complementary
technique for studying quantum spin systems.
One description of valence bond states in lattice systems [5] involves a con
traction scheme with respect. to induces of cert,ain representations of SU(2), which
can also be gemmerahized to some otlmer groups [3]. The SU(2)-valence bond states
can also be expressed rather effectively in terms of hiomogeneous polynomials iii tWo
variables [9,41]. In all these studies the presence of a gauge symmetry group for
the state under consideration plays a decisive role. In this paper, we use an abstract
definitiomi of (generalized) valence bond states, which (lO(’s not involve any symmetry
group. I’lore nnportantly, however, we presemit a different perspective for the study
of these states in the case of one-dimensional chiaimms. The basic construction we
use was first, given in another context by Acca.rdi, arid Accardi and Frigerio [1,2].
It emphasizes the rOle of a family of operators, which are reminiscent of transfer
matrices. Although the notion of a transfer matrix is usually limited to the context
of classical systems a generalization to> quantum spin chains has been ifltrO(lUce(l
by [8] in orolo’r to irve uniqueness and analyticity l)roperties of Gibbs states for
finite ramige interactions. It slmomild be noted that, in contrast with the case of classi
cal spins systems, such a transfer-matrix essentially lives on an infinite dimensional
space. Unlike the approach of [8], the fundamental difference between the quiantumnl
and the classical situation in our approach lies in the positivity properties of the
transfer matrix, rather than in the structure of the space it lives on. In a specific
exaniple the utility of transfer matrix-like objects was also reaiize(l by other authors
[38,39].
As the essential feature characterizing the states obtainable by our construction
we single omit the property that the correlations across any bond of the chain can
he modelled on a finite dimensional vector space. A subclass of states with this
property, called C*finitely correlated states is then shown to l)e identical with the
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class of valence bond states according to our abstract definition (Proposition 2.7).
Our aim is to give a general theory of this class of translation invariant states on
spin chains. Whatever the merits of the valence bond picture on lattices of higher
dimension, we found the transfer-matrix point of view the more helpful represen
tation on one-dimensional lattices, and therefore made it the starting point of our
investigation. A major advantage, both for practical computations and for general
considerations, is that the computation of correlation functions in our approach
reduces to obtaining the spectral properties of a finite dimensional matrix. (In par
ticular, all these states have exponential decay of correlations). For example, in the
case of the state on the spin-i chain as studied by [5], which in several ways served
as a paradigm for our investigations, the valence bond picture suggested a fairly
involved (hagrammatic technique to obtain the correlation functions [5], wheras in
our approach the computation reduces to evaluating one matrix element of a diag
onal 4 x 4-matrix. At the same time our generalization embeds the state of [5] into
a 19 dimensional manifold of states, of which we can establish essentially the same
properties.
We now give a more detailed overview of the results presented in the different
sections of this paper, without, however, entering into the technicalities.
Section 2. Finitely correlated states. Throughout the paper we are concerned with
translation invariant states on the chain algebra A A, where A denotes
a copy of a fixed C*algebra A “at site i”. Finitely correlated states on A are
defined by the property that the correlations across any bond can be modelled on a
finite dimensional vector space B. We show that the state can then be reconstructed
from a map
E:AØB-iB
and two elements e E B, p E B*. For most of the paper we specialize to the case of
C*finitely correlated states”, for which B is a finite dimensional C*algebra, and
IE, e, p are (completely) positive. The class of C*finitely correlated states is shown
to be a *weakly dense convex subset of the set of translation invariant states, which
is important for the possibility of using these states as trial states in variational
computations. We define generalized valence bond states, and show that on spin
chains they coincide with the C*finitely correlated states.
Section 3. Ergodic decompositions. Correlation functions of a C*finitely correlated
state are expressed in terms of the powers of the operator E(B) = IE( ‘A 0 B) on B.
If c E B is the only fixed point of IE then the state is exponentially clustering, and
hence ergodic (i.e. extrenial translation invariant). We show that every C*finitely
correlated state has a unique convex decomposition into finitely many ergodic
finitely correlated states. Using a quantum version of the classical Perron-Frobenius
theory, the breaking of translation invariance, i.e. the decomposition of the given
state into periodic components, can be diagnosed from the set of eigenvalues of IE
with modulus one. All these eigenvalues are necessarily roots of unity, i.e. quasi-
Sectwn 4. Dilation theory and purely generated states. We continue the reduction of
general C*finitely correlated states to simpler building blocks. In classical probabil
ity theory finitely correlated states can be seen as functions of Markov Processes (see
section 7.1). In this section we identify a subclass, the “purely generated states”,
which generate all C*finitely correlated states by ‘taking functions’. What is meant
by ‘taking functions’ in the non-commutative context is explained there. The purely
generated states are those for which the map E is “pure”, i.e. it cannot be written
as the sum of other completely positive maps. In comparison to classical probability
the set of pure completely positive maps on a quantum system has a much richer
structure. This strucure is essential in sections 4,5, and 6. In particular, it allows
the construction of an abundance of non-trivial pure states.
Section 5. Ground state property of purely generated states. Here a crucial step for
the applications is made. It is shown that each of basic building blocks identified
above, i.e. every purely generated C*finitely correlated state, is the unique ground
state of some translation invariant finite range interaction. The interaction is chosen
such that the energy density is equal to the lowest eigenvalue of the interaction
operator, i.e. the state minimizes the energy in the strongest possible sense. As
a byproduct, we prove that every purely generated state is pure, i.e. it cannot
be decomposed even into non-translation invariant components, and also obtain a
formula for the (finite) limiting absolute entropy density of these states (the entropy
density vanishes).
Section 6. The ground state energy gap. Continuing the study of the Ha.miltonians
introduced in the previous section, it is shown that all these models have a spectral
gap immediately above the ground state. The methods presented here are tailored
to get a simple proof of the existence of the gal). Although they also allow explicit
estimates, these estimates are not optimal. We do not know whether one could hope
to derive exact expressions also for the gap, as is possil)le in the integrable models
[12]. A short overview of our technique, stated in valence bond language, was given
in [29].
Section 7. Applications. We chose only a few examples to highlight the general
structure developed in the main body of the paper. Further examples will be treated
elsewhere [29,30].
7.1. Classical systems. In order to put our results for quantum spin chains into
perspective, we briefly review earlier results [27] for the case that all the C*algebras
appearing in the general construction are abelian. In this case C*finitely correlated
states are precisely the functions of Markov processes. A formula for the dynamical
entropy (or entropy density) for such a probability measure is given.
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periodic behaviour is excluded.
7.2. In.teqrahle In the classical case any Gibbs state for a finite range
interat tion is C * fiint ly correl9 ted and conversely any faithful Markovian measure
is a Gibbs state for a well-defined nearest neighbour Hamiltonian [51,32]. Un
fortunately, in spite of the fact. that C*finitely correlated states are dense in the
translation invariant, states (as noted above), this connection fails in the quantum
case, even for ground states. As a.n example we show that the ground states of some
integrable half-integer spin chains, treated by Takhtajan [55], are not C*_finitely
correlated. Although this can undoubtedly also be demonstrated by other methods,
we show that. it. suffices to note t.ha.t the known exact ground state energy of these
models is not. algebraic in the coupling constant..
7.3. Gauqe in.varuav.i .qiair,q. As states and models with a. given group-invariance
(acting on each site), certainly a.re of specia.l importance, we study this situation in
more detail. Sonic symmetry groups can be defined in terms of the state, and its
generating map E. We apply the previous results on llre states to derive simple
relations between these groups. A straightforward construction for states with given
symmetry is also given.
7.4. Integer spun chains. Finally, we we apply this constuction to obtain the well-
known integer spin models [5,9,28], By the results of section 6 all these models
have a spectra.l gap. it. is also shown how the representation theory of SU(2) can he
used to carry out explicit, calculations.
Appendix: Matrix order and complete positivity. Here we prove a characterization
result for finitely correlatedi, butt not C*_finitely correlated states, and collect the
definitions and results about matrix ordered vector spaces needed for this purpose.
2. Finitely correlated states
In this paper we study a class of states on quantum “spin” chains. The observable
algebra for a single “spin” is some fixed C* algebra A with identity IA Often this
algebra will be finite dimensional, or more specifically, the algebra Md of d x d
matrices. For each n e we consider an isomorphic copy A{) of A, and define
for each finite subset A C the algebra AA
= ØrEA A{}. Here and below the
symbol “a” will always refer to the minimal C*tensor product [54]. For A{1,...}
we also writ.e For infinite subsets A c , AA is defined as the C*inductive
limit, of the algebras AA’ with A’ C A finite. The identification AA” ‘—‘ Aiv for
A” C A underlying this limit is by tensoring A E AA” with iA11 The
most important. example of this is the chain algebra A itself. The group acts
on A by the translation automorphisms o., taking AA into AA+r. The set of
translation invariant states on A will he denoted by 7’, or T(A). By grouping
segments of p sites together, we obtain a.n isomorphism of A with (A0”)
identifying A{k kp+p-.i) with (A0”){k}.
The characteristic property of the class of translation invariant states on A
studied in this paper is described in (1) of the following Proposition.
2.1 Proposition. Let A be a C*algebra with unit, and let w be a translation
invariant state on the chain algebra A . Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The set of functionals : A — C of the form
(A1 ® . “ A,,) w(X 0 A1 0’•’ A,,)
with X e A4 generates a finite dimensional linear suhspace in the dual of
A1.
(2) There are a finite dimensional vector space 13, a linear map E: A E A EA E
an element a E B, andalinearfunctionalp E 13*, such that poE. =
IE1(e) = a, and forn E ,m. IN and A A1 A:
w(A,, 0’” An+m) = p(a) po 1EA ° ‘‘‘ °
where the symbol “o” means composition of maps.
If in (2) 13 is chosen as minimal in the sense that
lin{EA, 0’• 0EA,,(e) I e IN,A1,.. A,, e A) = B
and lin{p o E11, o o lEA,. I n IN, A1,. . . A,, E A) 13*
then B, IE, p, and a are determined by w up to linear isomorphism.
(2.1)
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2.2 Definition. If the equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied, w will
he called the finitely correlated state generated by (E,p,e).
Proof of 2.1:
(1) (2): We abbreviate A A,,1,,>1 and Ab A{,,1<o}. On A we consider
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the equivalence relation X Y
_ w(Xb ® (X — Y)) = 0 for all Xb € A, and
an analogous relatmn on Ab. Denote by Bt the quotients of At by these relations
and by [XtJ E Bt the equivalence class of Xt E At, where stands for or Ii.
Obviously, there is a well defined, non-degenerate bilinear form ; : Bb X B — C
such that q([X], [Xt]) = w(Xb 0 Xv). Clearly, X X if Xb and X generate the
same functional on A, hence (1) implies that Bb is finite dimensional. Since i is
non-degenerate, we can identify B with the dual of Bb, and we shall take B = Bt,
C [IJ E B, and p = [I) B (Bt)* in (2). Let EA([Xt]) = [A 0 X]. We have
to show that this is well defined, i.e. that [A 0 X] = 0, whenever [Xe] = 0. But
[X] = 0 implies in particular that w((Xb®A)OXt) 0 for all Xs E A{nI_i}, and
by translation invariance of w we also have w(Xb (A 0 Xv)) = 0 for all X E -4b
The verification of equation(1) is straightforward.
(2) (1): Given B, e, p, E satisfying (2), we define the maps Jt : At —* B, J
B by
• A,,) EA, o o EA,(c)
ib(A_ ® . . . Ao) p(c’p o 1EAfl ° ... °
ThenforXt EAt wehavew(Xb®Xt) = Jb(X)(jd(Xt)). Sincetherangeofjb isin
the finite dimensional space B*, (1) holds. If B is chosen to he minimal in the sense
described, J is surjective. Therefore, Jt(Xt) 0 is equivalent to w(Xb 0 X) 0
for all Xb, i.e. X 0. Since ,j is also surjective, [Xv] — J(Xt) defines a linear
isomorphism from B to B.
S
The Proposition gives an explicit formula (2.1) for w in terms of the usually
much simpler objects B, E, p, and e. We would therefore like to turn this formula
into a definitjoi of the state w. It is clear from the structure of this formula,
and from the invariance assumptions for e and p that the family of functionals
on Ai,,,+,01 defined by (2.1) is consistent with the injections AA” — AA’,
(2.1) defines a linear functional on UAfinite AA. This functional is also obviously
translation invariant and normalized to w(I) = 1. But without further assumptions
ü will rarely be positive. For this reason we had to assume positivity from the
outset, by applying the Proposition only to states. In order to turn formula 2.1
into a useful tool for constructing states we need conditions, which will ensure the
positivity of w.
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in the next Proposition, using the
concept of matrix order. A matrix order for a vector space B is an ordering of each
of the spaces M ® B of a x n-matrices with entries in B, such that these orderings
satisfy a certain consistency condition. Since a finite dimensional C*algebra A is a
direct sum of matrix algebras, A ® B is matrix ordered in a canonical way, for any
matrix ordered B. A completely positive map T : B1 —+ B2 between matrix ordered
spaces is a linear map such that for each a, idM 0 T takes positive into positive
elements. In the standard case, which we shall consider almost exclusively, B is a
C*algebra and M OB is equipped with its ordering as a C* algebra. Completely
positive maps between operator algebras are well studied [53]. Since many of our
results make use of the detailed structure theory of completely positive maps on C*
algebras, notably the Stinespring dilation theorem [52], we could not extend our
theory to states generated by completely positive maps on a general matrix ordered
space. Therefore we collected the basic definitions and results concerning matrix
order in Appendix 1, where we also prove the non-trivial direction of Proposition
2.3.
2.3 Proposition. Let A be a finite dimensional C*algebra, and B a finite di
mensional matrix ordered space with e B positive, and p E B* a positive linear
functional. Let IE: A®B —* B be a completely positive map such that E(14®e) = e,
and p(lE(IA 0 B)) = p(B) for all B E B. Then with IEA(B) = lE(A ® B), these
objects generate a finitely correlated state w, and every finitely correlated state is
of this form.
It is easy to see that complete positivity of E ensures positivity of w, by intro
ducing tIme “iterates” E° : ® B — B with = IE, and
lEEo(idAO]E:A®AQB—*AOB---B (2.2)
Then lE is completely positive, since this property is conserved under compo
sition and tensoring with identity maps. Hence by equation 2.1 A1 0 . An
w(Ai 0 • . A,) = p(e)_1p(E(Ai ® . . . A,, ® IB)) is positive.
2.4 Definition. Let A be a (not necessarily finite dimensional) C*algebra with
unit. Then if the positivity conditions of Proposition 2.3 are satisfied, and B is
a finite dimensional C*algebra with its canonical matrix order, w will be called
the C*finite1y correlated state generated by (lE, p. e). The set of C*finitely
correlated states on A1 will be denoted by F, or F(A).
For C*algehras the above argument that complete positivity of E implies pos
itivity of w is independent of A or B being finite dimensional. If we drop the
restrictions on B, equation 2.1 yields every translation invariant state w on A1. To
see this it suffices to take B := AN, and IE(A O(A ® A,,)) = A® A1® . A,,,
and to extend this map by linearity and continuity to all of A 0 B. The state p is
then taken as the restriction of the given translation invariant state w on to the
subalgebra AN It is evident that with these definitions the original state m satisfies
equation 2.1. Hence it is mainly the finite dimension of B, which gives a non-trivial
content to Definition 2.4.
There is also a version of our construction for W*algebra.s A: the tensor prod
uct in the definition of the n-step algebra A11+ is then taken as the W*tensor
product, and the algebra A1 is the C*inductive limit of these algebras. Since the
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(3) For p IN, w E F is also C*finite1y correlated as a state oncategory of normal completely positive maps between W-algehras is closed under
composition and tensor pro(lIicts. the above argument also shows that provided E
is normal an(l completely1)osltlve (and if B is also allowed to be an infinite dimen
sional V*algebra, pro’i(le(l also p is a normal state), then formula 2.1 defines a
locally normal state on A
It is useful to note that the objects generating a C*finite1y correlated state w
can be chosen in the standard form described in the following Lemma. We shall use
this form wh(’never convenient.
2.5 Lemma. Any C*finitely correlated state w is also generated by some IE,p,e
such that c = his the identity of the algebra B, and p is a faithful sfn(m on B.
Moreover, B may Iw be taken either to 5e minimal in the sense that no proper
subalgebra contains II and is invariant under all lEA, or may be taken as a pure
matrix algebra B = Mk
Proof: If 0 <B < Ac for some B B, andO <A E A, then 0< IE(AØB)
II4PI1E(1 ® B) AIIAIIIE(1 .) c) = Aj)AWc. Hence the subalgebra B = cBe generated
by elements dominated by e is a common invariant suhspace of all operators lEA.
Hence the restriction of lE to A B also generates w, and we may suppose that e is
invertible in the algebra B generating w. clearly, w is also generated from hE, /5, I
with
IE(.4 B) = cE(A ‘; (2B(2)e2
and /5(B) p(cBe). Hence we may take c I.
Suppose tha.t p is not strictly positive, i.e. .s := siipp(p) < I. Consider the operator
P : B — sBs on B. Then since the fimnctiomials p’ p 0 lE,4 0 IEAE B* are all
dominated by p, we have p’ o P
=
p’. Hence w is also represented by B = aBs C B
with 1 = Ph8 = .s, /5 = p(1’ p B, and F4 = P olE,, B.
The statement about minimality is obvious. Since B = .A4k,, is a finite direct
sum of matrix algebras, we may pick a. representation on Let P0 he
the projection onto the summand and F Mk —÷ B : B
,,
P0BP. Then
F := F o Fe (idA ® F) A ® Mk -- M, generates the same state.
The following Proposition lists some basic properties of the class of C*finitely
correlated states. For 2.6(3,4) we use the identification of (A) and A men
tioned in the beginning of this section.
2.6 Proposition.
(1) Symmetric product states are in F.
(2) F is convex.
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(4) Conversely, let w be a p-periodic state on A , which is C*finitely correlated
as a state on (A0) . Let , = ! W 0 be the average of p consecutive
translates of w. Then E F.
(5) F is *weakly dense in the set 7 of translation invariant states on A
Proof: (1) Let w(A0 ® .. . A+) = fl.i1(A). Then w is generated by B
A, e 1, and lE(A 0 A) = A9(A).
(2) Let w
=
A1w with A, >0 and w generated by (B,pi,IE,ei). Set B =
p = A1p, e
=
e, and F IE,. Since IE maps each direct summand of B
into itself, we also have lEA, ] . lE, ... o F,,1. Evaluating this
at e and applying p we conclude that w is generated by (hE, p, e).
(3) If w a.s a state on A is generated by (F,p,c), then as a state on (A®’) it
is generated by (lE”,p,r), where IE is the p°’ iterate of hE.
(4) Suppose now that the p-periodic state w is generated by p E B*, e = I E B, and
IE: Aap 0 B — B. We set B = ez A®’ B, with the convention A®° 0 B = B.
We denote the ri” component of B E B by Br. For A E A let
IE(A®B) flE(AOBp_i) ,ifr=0
IA0Br_i ,ifl<r<p—1.
The state /5 E B’ is defined by
/5(E) = p(F(IT) 0 Er))
Note that by the invariance property of hE the summand with r = 0 is just p(B).
One checks that indeed /5 o = /5, and lE(I) = I, so /5 and hE define a translation
invariant, state_on A . It is clear that the iterate of hE maps each of the
summands of B into itself. In fact
(EA, O’0EAp(B))r = A1 0”Ar0E(Ar+i 0” A®B)
and
(EA, 0• 0 EAp(1))r =
= A1 ® Ar 0 E(A+i®Ap+r+) ... F(A(nip+ri ® . . . A ® ir 018)
Evaluating this on the state Br H4 p(E(1” 0 Er)) gives the w-expectation of
0 A1 0 ® I, i.e. the expectation of A1 . . . A, in m o dl,.. The
result follows by summing over r.
(5) Let w he a translation invariant state. Consider the product state w’ on (A®’)
formed from the p-site restriction of w. Let w’ = . Then by (1) and (4) w’ E F.
The states w and w1 o
,.
coincide on observables A = A,+1 ® . .. A,4., for n < p,
unless the interval i + 1,. . ‘i + mm contains one of the “breakpoints” np + r. Thus
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statements will he shown using dilation theory in sect .4
We close this section with an alternative construction for C*_finitely correlated
states. It is a generalization of the “valence 1)011(1 solid” states of [18,17,19,20,21).
For constructing a state on the chain A according to this scheme, WC need two
auxiliary finite dimensional C*a1gebras 13 and . The state is determined by a
completely positive map IF : A -. 13 . 13, aml a. state : 0 B — C, which have to
satisf the cornpatil)lbty C0I1(litiOHS
(id)(lF(1lA)01B)=I and (id)(I0F(IA))I
On any a consecutive sites a state w is then (lefined by
Again, the compatibility conditions ensure that the hierarchy of functionals thus
defined for different a determines a translation invariant state on A . Any state,
which can be obtained iii this way will be called a valence bond state. The
construction can be visualized as follows
A () A A )“.) A
In spite of this equivalence each of the two representations has its own merits.
For discussing states on the chain we found the formalism involving the map IE far
more useful. For example, the computation of correlation functions and their cluster
properties, for which the valence bond picture suggests a rather involved diagram
matic technique [5], is reduced to determining the spectrum of a finit.e matrix. 0mm
the other hand, the main virtue of the valence bond structure is that it general
izes immediately to graphs other than the one dimensional chain: an algebra A is
then associated to any vertex “z” of the graph, and an algebra B to each directed
edge. The two basic kinds of completely positive maps are then a map iF, taking
each A, into the tensor product of the outgoing edge algebras, and “contractions”
0 B, —* C. With each set A of vertices one associates the “observable algebra”
=
A and the “outgoing edge algebra” Ba ®,EAjA Clearly,
every state on is transformed via the IF, and the contractions into a state on
AA. In order to get an explicit definition of a state on the infinite system out of
this scheme one either has to show the existence of a unique limit state, inclepen
dent of the choice of states for B (which serve as “boundary conditions”), or one
has to find and verify appropriate compatibility conditions for these states. Both
problems appear to he highly nontrivial. Sonic results about a special case have
been obtained in [41]. Some general answers can be given iii the case of the Bethe
lattice (Cayley tree) [31].
ji
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The connection to the class of Ct-finitely correlated states is made in the fol
lowing Proposition.
2.7 Proposition. Every C*finitely correlated state is a valence bond state and
conversely. Moreover, in the representation of a valence bond state we may take
B B M, and F to he a pure state with faithful restriction to either factor.
Proof : Given a valence bond state, we define
IE(A 0 B) = (idE (‘) )(lF(A) 0 B) and p(B) =4(1F0B)
Then the compatibility conditions for IF and become those for IE andl p, and one
checks by induction on a, that w is generated by IE, p. The converse and remaining
Iw( .4) — w(
.4)! < (1 2(n—i) )!!j1II , and o’ — lime =
Ii + I
IF jF j1F
0 BØL 0 Bo BB BøH 1L3
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3. rgodic decompositions
It is known that, the ext renw points of the set. T of translation invariant states,
called “ergodic states, are characterized by the decay of their correlation functions.
For a C’-fini clv correlated state the correlation functions can he given ex)Iicitly,
ail(l we shall now utilize this to obt ant the ergodic deCOifli)oSitiOn of any C*_finitely
correlated state. The i)ehaViour of correlation functions of any finitely correlated
state w is determined by the map JE := : 13 B through the equation
‘(I I.4n+m) (p o EA ) (m—
i)
. (3.1)
Thus determining the rn-dependence of all these functions reduces to a standard
task from linear algebra.. namely computing all i)m’frs of the matrix IE, e.g. l)y
diagotiahiza t ion
3.1 Proposition. Let w he an *_qJf(,Jy correla ted state on A . Then the
following are eqiziva lent:
(1) is extrenjal in the convex set F of C-finitely correlated states.
(2) w is ergodic. i.e. extrenial in the convex set I of translation invariant states.
(3) w is the C*_finitelv correlated state generated by some (IE, p. e) such that c I
is the only eigenvectoi- of IF w tli eigenvalue one.
Proof: (2) (1) is trivial.
(3) (2): Consider the Jordan decomposition of IF, i.e. IE 5(\P + R5),
where the stun runs over all eigeiivalues, ss’P.\, and R. is nilpotent
with PARS’ R.yP.\ = &R5. Since hElP < 1 we have R5 = 0 for .\ with
= 1. (Otherwise there would be a vector B E 13 such that R5B 0 and
RB = 0, making the sequence E (B) = .J’B+n.”R5unbounded). Therefore
we ma find for every e > 0 convex combination coefficients /1,,, n IN, such that
PIP1 — ,,1i,,E < e. Since by assumption P is one-dimensional, this implies
the clustering condition [16,4.3.10,4.3.11] uniformly for all correlation functions.
Hence w is ergodic.
(1) (3): According to Lemma 2.5 we can choose a. representation of w with 11.
Consider the cone F = {r B e > 0, Et- = c}. Then for each e e F let w he
the C*_finitely correlated state generated by p. IF, We claim that is extrema.l in
F, if there is no c’ E F such that supp r’ < supp e. In fact, if pe c’ 0 and ‘
not. proportional to e, then also c > i” = C — ne’ for all n’ > 0, and by choosing
the largest n consistent with e” > 0, we obtain a. non-zero e” e F, which is also
dominated by e, and satisfies supp ,“° < supp c. Conversely, supp e’ < supp C implies
c’ K ,u’ for some i’ and c’ not proportional t.o .
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If w = wi is extremal, all states w are equal as convex components of w. Hence by
taking e F extremal, we may choose a representation of w for which the cone F
reduces to the single ray IR+I, i.e.. I is the unique eigenvect.or with eigenvaliie one.
Since the adjoint of IF has the same spectrum, this also implies that p is the unique
left. eigenvector of IF.
If 1 is a. simple eigenvalue of IF, then the same is true for the adjoint of IF.
Hence in (3) we could have demanded alternatively that up to a. scalar p is the only
element, of 13* with p o IF = p. Therefore, in the ergodic case p is determined by IF,
i.e. we need fewer indepen(Ient ciat,a to characterize w.
3.2 Corollary. F is a. face in 7”, i.e. in any convex combination w = Z )w, with
.\, > 0, w 7”, and w F, we must have w, E F for all i. Moreover, all w, can
be generated front the same IF with different p, r. Every C*_finitely correlated state
has a unique decomposition of this kind, such that each w, is also ergodic.
Proof : It is clear from the proof of Proposition 3.1 that. we may decompose W
into states w generated by the same B, IF, which are extremal in F, and hence
also ext.rernal ill I. Since I is a simplex [16,4.3.11], such a decomposition of w is
unique. Tints the w span t.he face in 7” generated by w.
Tile condition that the cigenvalue 1 of IF is non-degenerate, does not exclude
oscillatory behaviour of the correlation functions, which would result. from further
eigenvalues of modulus 1. In the Perron-Frobenius theory of Classical Markov chains
the set of such eigenvalues, called the “peripheral spectrum” of IF, is shown to
be a. group under multiplication. For finite (hmensional B, this implies that all
such eigenvalues are roots of unity, so that almost periodic behaviour of correlation
functions is excluded. The Proposition below carries this result over to the quantum
case. Examples of C*finitely correlated states, for which IF has roots of unity as
eigenvalues, are provided by the construction in the proof of 2.6(4): in that case,
the spectra of IE: 13 — 13 and IF: 13 —s 13 for the completely positive maps IF a.nd
IF generating ct and w, respectively, are related by
spec(E) = {\ C .)“ spec(lE))
In particular, the p’ roots of unity are in the spectrum of IF. The converse of
this construction can he described as the breaking of translational symmetry, or the
detection of Ned order in the state w. We are then given a C*finitely correlated
state and ask whether this state can be represeiited as a convex combination of
p-periodic states. The following Proposition shows how this symmetry breaking can
be detected from the C*finitely correlated representation of a state. We shall call
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a p-periodic state C*_finitely correlated, if it is C*_finitely correlated as a state on
(A®0)
3.3 Proposition. Let w be an ergodic C*finitely correlated state, and choose w
to be generated by (IE, p, e) such that e = 115 is the only fixed point of IE, and B is
generate(i as a C*algebra by {E o• •o IEA,(I)). Then p is faithful, and there is
a p E IN such that
e spec(IE) = 1} {exp(’n) I = O..p— 1}
Each of these cigen values is simple, and the corresponding eigenvector can be taken
to be a urn tary in B. IVloreovcr, B is a directsurn B = i Br, and IE(A Br) C
Br_i with B0 B0. w has a unique representation as the average of p p-periodic
states, which are translates of each other. These components are c,;in C* finitely
correlated.
Proof It is clear from 3.1(3) that we can choose a representation as described.
Since 1 is a non—degenerate eigeitvalue of IE, there is a unique state p with po IE = p.
Let,s be the support projection of p. Then {:r e B I ;rs = 0) is an invariant suhspace
of IE, since is = 0 — p(IE(.r4.r)) p(r*.r) = 0 .slE(.r)*IE(:r)s sIE(rx)s =
0. Hence IE must have an invariant vector with ës = 0, which contradicts the
uniqueness of I, unless .s = 11 and p is faithful.
Now consider the positive senii—defiiute sesqoiilinear map
iJ:BxB—oB: (.r,y)_+E(.r*y)_1E(.r)*E(y)
It is easy t.o see [33,23] tha.t /J(.r.r) = 0 implies 3(y, r) 0 for all y e B. Now let
B be an eigenvector of IE, with lEa = c’ a. Then p( /J(u, a)) p( IE( 11* a) — a * a) = 0
by invariance of p. Since p is faithful /3( a, a ) = 0, and hence
IE(xu) = e’1E(x)afor all .r E B.
Also, 11*11 is invariant under IE, and hence a multiple of the identity, so that we can
take a to he unitary. If 1Ev = e’v, then time above equation gives IE(av) =
Hence am is again an eigenvector of IE. Since IEO* = eaa the peripheral spectrum
is a (necessarily finite) group under multiplication, i.e. it consists of the p0’ roots of
unity for some p E IN. It was already argued in the proof of Prop.3. 1. that peripheral
eigenvalues have diagonal Jordan blocks. Moreover, if UI , 112 are eigenvectors for the
same em, at 02 is invariant under IE, hence it is a multiple of I, and Ui and 02 are
proportional. This proves that each peripheral eigenvahie is simple.
Let a he the eigenvector with eigenvaliie .\ = exp( 1f). Then since 0l’ I the
spectral resolution of u is_of the form a = Z” .,rp with P,Pr’ = 6rr’ Pr and
Zr Pr = I. The relation E(:rur) = ArE(r)Ur then becomes E(XPr) = E(i)Pr_i
Now let Br PrBPr, and let 0 < Br E Br, and 0 < A A. Then IE(A 0
Br) lI4llE(Br) = lIAIll13rBr) IL4II1r_iE(Br)13r_i < hAil . IiBrhh1r_i
Thus IE( A 0 Br) E Br—i , and this result extends by linearity and continuity to all
of A 0 Br. It follows that the algebra. B = r Br is invariant under all oI)erators
IE.4, and contains I, so that by our miniinality assumptiomi B = B. Clearly, the
Lh iterate of E : Al’ 0 B —p B takes each of the suhalgebras Br into itself. The
restriction of 1E’ to W therefore defines a finitely correlated! state on (A0l’) . It is
easy to check that the resulting p states are translates of each other, and that their
average is w, The uniqueness of this decomposition follows from the uniqueness of
ergodic decompositions, applied to the chain (A0”)
Combining 3.2 and 3.3 we can summarize the results of this section as follows:
3.4 Corollary. Every C*finitely correlated state has a unique decomposition as a
finite convex combination of extreinal periodic states. These periodic components
are again C*finitely correlated.
It should be noted that unlike ‘T, or the set of p-periodic states with fixed p,
the set of all periodic states is not *wdta,kly compact (it is dense in the whole state
space), so it is not a priori clear that it has an abundance of extreme points. It
is Proposition 3.3, which provides a criterion for the impossibility of decomposing
a state into other states of larger period. Together with 2.6(5) we have therefore
shown that the *weakly closed convex hull of the extremal periodic states is dense
I. We shall later study a set of C*_finitely correlated states, which are even pure
as states on
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4. Dilation theory and purely generated states
The aim of tins section 15 to reduce general C*,finitely correlated states to a. part.icu
iariy simple form. which will then he studied in more detail in the following sections.
As a motivation, consoler a C’-finitely correlated state generated by (E, p, I ), an(i
siil)1)oSe that IE Toil ho’ olecoinposeol into a finite sum IE Zx Er such t,hat each
Er : A t -o 5 o’onipleteiv positive. Then with1,,(B) 1E(A 0 B) we can
define for all o , and .r E X a positive linear functional W1,f r.r L,....TJ I
on .4 . such that. for o . To > 0
()
‘‘‘4_i)(.4j(.)(.J0 Aj+m))
=po(E,1,
... OlE..l,_l)O(]Er,,..i,O•OErJ,!lJ)O(Eitj+IO...OEjl)+,,,)(1).
Clearly, the sum of these functional over all choices of r r is w. The normal
ization factors of these funct.ionals (ho’fine a cylinder measure F on the set. X of
“paths of a process over discrete “time with state space X, i.e. with
we have
Z(.r r,) X7Zl, forti,...j)
rjl(1) F(Z(.r ri))
By increasing the intcrva.l { } we ohtaiii fimier and finer decompositions of the
state w. Using the theory of hiftings [37]oio’ cami show that. one can assign to each
path E X a state V1 on A , such that. Q[j( .4) is cylinder measurable for
each A E A , and
Tjl(.4)
.FZ(r,, rj)
In particular, w
= J’ lP(d)Q[].
lP(d)Q[I(A)
can view the above construction as the int,ro(hlct.ion of a new set. of “ob
serva,bles” to the system: in the refined description we can compute probabilities
for the variables of the stochastic process in addition to those of the original
chain. A more stra.ightforwa.rd way to introduce this refinement is to simply enlarge
the one-site algebra A, i.e. to use instead of A the algebra. A := A 0 C(X). A
C-finitely correlated state ‘ on the chain A is then generated by the completely
positive ma.p
E:AoBfl ((.4f)()B) f(.T)Er(A0B)
XE X
and the same state p. Since A = (A 0 C(X)), E A oC(X) A 0C(X),
the restict.ion of to C) X ) defines a prohaluhit,y measure on X , which is just
the F defined above. The integral decomposition of w now simply becomes the
direct integral decomposition of a sta.te on a C*algebra of the form AOC(X) for a
compact space A.
We shall now study the relation between decompositions of E and l)Ossible
enlargement.s of the one-site algebra. more systematically. The principal tool for this
is the St.inespring dilation for completely positive maps [52j. We state it here in a.
form apf)ropriatC for our purpose.
4.1 Lemma. Let A he a C*_algehra with unit, and let. F : AOMk — Mk I)e a unit.
preserving corn J)let.ely positive map. Then there is a representation ir : A — B(K)
on a Thlhert space N, a.n(l an isometrv I : . . k such that E( .4 B) =
V*(ir(A) 0 B)V. and {ur(.4) o BV I 4 A. B Mk, E Ck} spans a dense
suihspace if N [‘‘. N, it, and V arc unique up to unitary transformation.
Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence between linear operators F : A0
Mk --4 Mm.. such that both IF and F— IF are completely positive, and operators F E
B(N) with 0 < F < I commuting with 7r(A). This correspondence is determined
by the relation
IF(A 0 B) = V(F I)(ir(A) 0 B)V
Thus all possible decompositions F
= Zrev Er are parametrized by partitions
of unity in the commutant r(A)’ C 8(N), i.e. the decompositions I = Fr
with Fr > 0 commuting with ir(A). The case of indecomnposa.ble F will play a.
special role:
4.2 Definition. A completely positive map is calle(I pure, if it cannot be written
as the sum of two completely positive maps, which are not proportionai to itself
A C*finite1v correlated state w on A is called purely generated, if it is generated
byapurema,pE:AoB—sB.
Pure sta.tes in the usual sense are pure maps from a.n algebra into the one-
dimensional algebra C in the sense of this definition. We note that, unlike for
states, the pure unit preserving completely positive maps are in genera.l only a
small subclass of the extremal unit preserving completely positive maps.
4.3 Proposition. Let A be a. finite dimensional C*algebra, B = Mk, and let w he
the state generated by F : A 0 B - B, and p, and assume that p and the one-site
restriction of w are faithful on A.
(1) Then w is purely generated if and onlv if there are d, k IN such that up to
isomorpliisms A = Md, B = Mk, and E(A 0 B) = V*(A 0 B)V for some
isometrv V : d 0
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(2) If B = M, then there is a faithful representation r : A —÷ B(7-I) on a finite
(IllnenSional Hubert space, and a state ‘ on the chain B( 1) generated by a
j)lire maplE : B(H) B —b B such that 1E(I() B) = IE(I B) for all B E B,
and
w(A Q - . 4) = ((A1)
Proof : (1) It is clear from 4.1 that a map IE of the given form is pure. If IF
A — B is a cornplc’tely positive map, it has a direct sum decomposition IF =
$ IF1. Hence such a map can be inirc only if just one of the components is nom zero.
The pure map hE generating w is therefore supported by only one direct sumniand
A B c A c B, where A and B are irreducible summands of A and B.
Since A p(IE(AØ1)) and B p(IE(1(-B)) p(B) vanish unless A E A, BE B,
the faithfulness of these states implies that A A and B = B. Hence A = Md and
B Mk for some d, k E IN. The dilation theorem 4.1 then produces a representation
a : A —p B(fl), which must be irreducible by ptirity of IE. Hence ir is an isomorphism,
and we may identify A with B(7-1),
(2) Apply Lemma 4.1 to IE. Since A p(V*(ir(A)® I)V) is assumed to he faithful,
a must also be faithful. Define IE : B(1t) ) Mt — Mt (4 0 B) F- V*(A ØB)V.
Then the equations stated in the Proposition are evident, and the purity of IF can
be seen directly from the form of its Stinespring (lilatlon.
Note that by Lernnia 2.5 the condition B !vtA. is not a restriction on the state
w. Since a in this Proposition is an isoniorphisni, we may therefore say that every
C*_finitely corr( lated state arises from a purely generatv(l state by restriction to a
subalgebra of the one -site algel)ra. Iii classical prol)almulmty, when observable algebras
are thought of as being generated by random variables, a subalgebra consists of some
set of functions of the basic rauiclom variables. A more general relation between two
classical systems would allow for stochasticity also in these functions. In the nom
commutative setting this would mean time replacement of the representation it by a
general completely positive map. The following Proposition makes use of this idea.
It underlines even more the role played by time limp IE: with each completely positive
unit preserving map IE : B — B we associate a “universal” spin chain with finitely
correlated state , of which all states generated from completely positive maps with
the same IF are “stochastic functions”.
4.4 Proposition. Let B = Mk, and let IF : B —* B be a unit preserving completely
positive map. Call a completely positive map E : A 0 B — B compatible with IE, f
lE(IA 0 B) = lE(B) for all B E B. Then there is a C*.algebra A0, and a pure map
IF0 : A0 0 B —s B compatible with IF such that every other map compatible with IF
is of the form
for some unit preserving completely positive map IF: A — A0. The states generated
by IF and IF0 are then related by
w(A 0--- =w0(IF(A)0 IF(A,+n))
Proof: Consider the dilation of any map IF compatible with IF, i.e. a representation
a : A — B(7), and an isonietry V : —* 0 P as iii 4.1. Consider the
subspace of t 0 !. generated by all vectors of the form (IA 0 B)Vp for arbitrary
B E B, and E K. Since all matrices B E B are alloy-ed here, it is clear that
t.his suhspace is of the form 71 0 k with ?-1 C 7-1. We denote the injection of
7-b into 7-b by J0, and define A0 = B(7-10), and F : A A0 : A —* Jir(A)Jo,
Vo := (J0 0 I) a V : —, 7-be 0 , and IE0(X) = VXV. Then the stated relations
between IF and IF0, and between w and w0 are obviously true, and w0 is purely
generated. What is left to check is merely that IF0 is canonically associated with
IF, and does not depend on the map IF from which it was constructed. Since
1E(B) = V0*(I 0 B)V, and (10 B)Vk spans 7-1 A by construction, this follows
readily from the uniqueness statement in 4.1, applied with one-dimiiensional algebra
A.
Since Proposition 3.1(3) gives a criterion for the ergodicity of w, which depends
only on IF, it is clear that the purely generated states ,w0 associated with w by
Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 will be ergodic, whenever w is. Similarly, if translation
symmetry is riot broken in w, i.e. if the peripheral spectrum of IF consists only of
the simple eigenvalue 1, time same will l)e time case for , wo. We therefore arrive to the
following proce(lure for studying a general C*finitely correlated state: by applying
3.4 we first decompose the state into its unique extrenial periodic components, which
are C*flnitely correlated states with the additional property that IF converges to
IF (B) = p(B)I exponentially fast. Then, by applying 4.3 or 4.4 we associate
with each component a purely generated state with the same property. Thus purely
generated states with strictly contracting IF are the basic building blocks for all C*
finitely correlated states, and will he studied in detail in the following two sections.
Using Lemma 4.1 we can now give a simple proof of the remainder of 2.7.
Proof of 2.7: It remains to he shown that every C*finitely correlated state a(lmits
a valence bond representation with the special properties listed in the Proposition.
Let w be the state generated by IF : AQB — B, p : B —o € and I E B. By Lemma 2.5
we may assume that B = B( K) is the algebra of operators on a k-dimensional Hubert
space AJ, and that p is faithful. We can therefore write p(B) = Z B0)
for some orthonormal basis C K. Let 7-1, V arid it be as described in
Lemma 4.1. We shall then define the objects in the valence bond construction as
follows: B = B(K) will be the algebra of operators on the conjugate Hilhert space
, i.e. on a space of the same dimension k a.s K, which is connected with k viaIF(A 0 B) = IF0(IF(.4) 0 B)
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s( :iii’ aiit i-iuut ary operator \ —- . The state (F : B C B — will be pure, and its
restrict ion to B will 1)1’ just. the faithful state p. We Set
— (, V) with ‘ J7i i) E KCk.
(Thus B
—
B is just the GNS-representat.ion of B, p with cyclic vector ). The
map IF is de:ined iii terms of its St.iiiespring dilation V : A: C. A: — N by
lF(4) V7r(4)V with (it, V - ) = (i/’ i (p2’), V)
Tn order to collij)lete the proof we have to check the compatibility conditions for
IF 511(1 (F, which ensure that, IF, (F define a valence bond state, as well as the two
equations used iii the proof of the trivial (hirect.ion to show that. this valence bond
state coincides with w. One of the latter equations, namely p(B) (F(1[ C’) B) has
already lwcn noted above. We check equation E(A C) B) = (ide C-) (F )( IF( A) 0 B) by
taking matrix elements, using a. basis (i/ } C N:
(, (ide c l)(lF(A) C Bh’)
=
, (F(A) i B)’ ®TC) y/3)
= /(\C, a(A)V’ c )(\. Bp)
C , C’5)(i;’. a( ,4 )“L. ) (ui),. V’ C B\ 13)
(\, iJ’ \)(i!’,, C \, (ur(A) i B)m/’ (S \p)( C p, V’)
flI341,l’
=
(1\, (w(A) CB)V\’) (\,E(A B)’) -
This immediately implies time compatibility cOhi(litiflfl for 11n To demonstrate the
other condition we proceed similarly:
(-(T CidB)(IBIF(1l))\’)
Pa(\aC\, F(I) \(C\)
= C-) \, u/’,)(i/,,, IB1/,,)(u/’,f, Vx Ox)
= p(V, u/’,, C)p’12)( Cp112, V)
= tr(pE(1 C(pm2l)(x’Ip’1)
= t,r(pp_h/2I)(\uIp_C2)
by the compatibility condition for IF and p.
It. is clear from this proof that, for purely generated states. i.e. when the
representation a is irreducible, the completely positive map IF will also 1w pure.
The scheme for defining valence bond states can then be transformed into a scheme
for maps between Hilbert spaces, with IF replaced by V. (F replaced by the map
A e (‘ F— A
-
At C A:, and all arrows are reversed.
N C N C--C N
Jv
C---C A: C)A: 0 KoA: C-) X®A:
El El El
1’
\ a C XR
The map F : AtE AtE - N0’ depicted in this diagram will play an important.
part. in the next. two sections. In the literature [7,18,17,19,20,21] valence bond
states have usually been discussed in terms of the vectors C y). This ap
proach has the disadvantage that. it yields a state on the infinite chain only in the
limit 71 —4 . This limit. need not. exist., i.e. there may he different accumulation
point.s of the sequence of n-particle states, depending on the choice of and
kiln- In contrast, we can work with a.n explicit expression for (the n-site restric
tion) of the state w from the beginning, and even in the non-ergodic situation, we
have an explicit parametrization of the translation invariant, limit point.s by the
1-eigenspa.ce of IF.
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5. Ground state property of purely generated states
=
(I I) = I (5.3.b)
In this sect ion we shall begin a more detailed study of the states, which were iden
tified as the basic building blocks for all C*_finitely correlated states in section 4,
namely the purely generated states which cannot be further decomposed into peri
odic states. By Proposition 4.3.(2) we can therefore take A = !‘4d and B = J4k as
the algebras of d x d- and k x k-matrices, and take them to be represented on Hubert
spaces fl, K. of dimensions d, k, respectively. Moreover, the pure map IE : AØB —i B
is of the form E(.4B) = V*(AB)V for some isometry V : A. — iK. The prop
ertv that translation synunetry is not broken, or, equivalently, that IE has trivial
peripheral spectrum, can i:)e expressed as
bin IE (B) E (B) = tr(pB) . I (5.1)
for all B B, where p is the non-singular density matrix invariant under IE. (Here
we abuse notation, writing p(B) = tr(pB).) Note that IE, and hence p are both
determined by V, so the state w is completely specifie(l by this isometry.
Before entering into the study of this manifold states, it may be useful to give a
rough estimate of its dimension. For fixed (1 . we have to study the set of isometrics
I C — Cd k Starting from the given isomnetry I, we get all others in the form
V Ui0U’ with unitaries U E B(Cd C’ ), and U’ E Md.. The transformation
I ( I C.) LT*l V, U’ corresponds to a change of 1)0515 in C’, hence does not change
i. Thus we only have to consider V = (TV0. Then U, Vj, = U2V0 if UU21/0 =
i.e. if the projection V014,* reduces U U2, and tT,*U2 is determined by an arbitrary
unitary operator in the complement of V, Ck. Since the unitary group jfl Cd ) Ck
is a manifold of dimension (12 k2, an(l the unita.ries U yielding the same isometry
are parametrized by the unitary group on a (dk — k )-dimciisiona.l space, we find a
manifold of isometrics of dimension k2(2d — 1). From this we have to subtract one,
since isonietries differing by a phase yield the same IE. For example, the state of
[5], which is also studied in sect.7.4 below (cl=3,k=2), is therefore embedded into a
4 5 — 1 = 19 dimensional manifold.
It will be convenient to choose bases {i/,,} C fl and C k. This
determines matrices v(p.)
€
B such that
= i/’,, ) . (5.2)
In a more basis-free spirit we could also (lefine a linear map 1’ : —‘ B by
= (V, ti 0 k’), so that z’(t) = i’(i/’,j. However, some of the equa
tions become more transl)arent in a. fixed basis. The following are ol)tailied by
considering the general matrix element ( , IE( .4 0 B) k’).
1E1(B) IE(A 0 B) = >(t/,,, A,I,v)v(It)Bv(v)* (5.3.a)
TIme advantage of writing V and E in this form is that these formulas are ea.sily
generalized to longer segments of the chain. We merely have to iterate (5.3.a). This
=IEA, o oIEA,JB)
=
(‘i’ () . i/’,,, A, 0 A,, 0
x v(p, )... e(jt,, )Bv(m’,, )* ... v(e, )* (5.4)
This formula has exactly the same structure as (5.3.a), with {i/’ }_, replaced by the
corresponding product basis {‘,,, ,...,, = i/’,, 0 ,, } C and v(pi, . . . Itn)
(ii,,) E A.
Using this notation, we can give a. more useful expression for the map F,,
0 A. — 1i® (lescribe(l at the end of section 4. For the purposes of this section
it will be better to use the natural identificatioH of A. 0 K with Mk B. Then F,,
beconies a map F,, : B — ?I®, with
F,,(B) = ® . . . ,tr(B,(p,,)* (,)*) . (5.5)
We shall only use this definition in the sequel and leave it to the reader to check
that this indeed coincides with the map introduced in section 4. Note that equation
(5.5) can be written simply as the corresponding expression for mm = 1, when is
replaced by the tuple (it,,. . . it,,). Therefore it, suffices in the proof of some algebraic
relations involving F,, to take ri = 1. In section 4 the range of F,, was described as
the set of valence bond vectors associated with the state w. We shall denote this
range by ,, = F,,(B) 7-p”, and the corresponding orthogonal projection by C,,:
This suggests that the n-step restriction of w will be supported by C,,. Here
we prove a more detailed result, giving an alternative formula for w in terms of F,,,
and a fixed density matrix l’V on B, where B is considered as Hubert space with
the inner product
(A,B) := tr(pA*B) (5.6)
Since W is given by an invertible linear transformation, the formula below also
shows that the support of the n-step restriction is, in fact, equal to C,,. The Lemma
= p (5.3.c)
IE(B)
=
,i(it)Bv(ft)* (5.3.d)
gives
51.-i’,,
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also gives a forniiila for matrix elements lwtween valence bond states, which will be 5.2 Lemma. Let A he such that jAj < A < I for all eigenvalues A of IE differentiisifiil below,
from 1. Then there is a constant c such that for all n:
a(n) := tr(p )IIE” - EII <cA”
5.1 Lemma. Moreover, we have the following estimates:
(1) For,llAEA” (1) FoiallB CE13
w( 4) tr(F T1F 4) (5 7) (F (B) F(C)) ‘— (B C)I < a(n) IlBII IICII (o9)
nlii i TI
-. 13 —+ 13 s tlic th nsztv in itiix on (13 ( )) with W(B) = pBp (2) For A C A f r IN and B C C 13
(2) Fm ill 1 c A oid B C C B l(Fp+m+ (B) (I, ® A C) I )Ff+m (C)) — w(A)(B C)I
(F (B) A F (C)) IFt1 (B C ) ) (a 8) (o(f) + o(r)) 11411 IlBIl lICIl (a 10)
Proof (1) Applying equationS 8 with A = I we get
(F (B) F (C)) = IF (B l\)(x,tlC)\fl)Proof : We need to prove only the case n 1, from which the general case follows (Y,1ib substituting ii tuph for ,i F cnn qii ition5 3 we get
Replacing IF by 1E in the last expression we o )tain
w( 4) A )tr(io (i) )tr(pB R)(IC) = tr(pB C) = (B C)
(1, Ai/ )(n i (I’)x,i)(\it i (i) x) The diffirnce is less than
llyaIl ‘lIE”
- lI ‘ lIBIl lI\iilI
= (F1B), AF1(B)) ,
liE”
- E°°ll(Z IIBaII)(Z IIC\13l)where Bfl ly-)(,iI. Hence equation5.7 holds with I’V determined from
(C, WC’) = C’)(C’, B)1 <lIE” E tr(p )IIBII IICII
where at the last inequality we have mccl a. special basis {} with p p ly)(\ I
= to obtain
( lIBxII) = (>Z lByllp2 .
= tr(pC*CIp) = (C, pC’p)
This proves (1). For part (2) we write out. the traces in the definition of F with < ( B*B)) = lIBIltr(p’1)
respect to the basis { \
(F(B), AF1(C)) = Ai/’1)(y, ?‘(/l)B*\o)(y,t, Cv(v)*y) (2) Again by 5.8 we have
Iii (Fi+m+ (B) (I ) A® I )Ft+m+r(C)) = (y EfE(m)E (B Ix)(xlC)x)
=
Writing the product of the three IF operators as
EThEEw +
- IF°°) + (IE - EThEE°°
we obtain the leading term
tr(pE(I))tr(pB R)(ylC) =w(A)(B C)For large n. scalar products involving valence bond vectors can he evaluated by
using the strict contraction property eqiiationa 1 The following Lemma gives two and two remain Icr terms which are estimated exactly as in (1)
basic estimates of this kind.
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As a cotisequejice of Lemma 5.2.(1), the maps F,, are injective for all sufficiently
large a. However, the bound given does not exclude that this property holds for
sporadically for some small Ti., but fails for some larger a1 before becoming valid
universafly. The following Lemma. excludes this possibility by showing a quantity
to be monotone, which vanishes if F,, is not injective.
5.3 Lemma. The quantity
If’ (B )112u_.(n) infspec(F,,*I,,) : inf 2 1 — a(n)Bo IlBIl p
is non clecreasing in a.
Proof: Since (lIF,,(B)112 — IIBII)
—°(°)IlBII, it is clear that a_(rm) > 1 — a(n).
The nionotonicity of a_ follows from the estiiriate
lI+1 112 = tr( ( Bi’( it,, + ) )i(Pn )*. v(p )* )12
I’fl+i 10 P’
a(n.)tr(p(Bv(i,)* )*(Bm,(I1n+i )*))
U
5.4 Definition The smallest 1 IN such that l’i’ B —* has rank k2 is called
the interaction length t0 of the purely generated state w. A positive operator
Ii. E A is called an interaction exposing w, if P > P9, and the kernel of h
coincides with c = F,( B). The Hamiltonian of the system is then the formal
expression
=
where ct(li ) E is the i’ translate of ii.
The reason for this terrniimology is that w(li) represents the energy density of
the Hanuiltonian. By Lemma 5.1 the P-step density matrix of w has support in cf,
so o.’(h) = 0, realizes time smallest possible energy density, and w is a ground state
in this sense. This is analogous to a state on a C*algehra being contained in the
set {p I p(H) = 0) for some positive element H, which is usually called the face
“exposed” by H. The “typical” interaction length of purely generated states can
he obtained by a simple counting of dimensions: in the space of k2 x d’1-matrices
the matrices of maximal rank form an opemi set. Therefore, we expect 1’,, to be
non-singular as soon as k2 d, i.e. we expect Po to be the least integer with
P0 2logk/logd.
It is clear that if h exposes w, the w-expectations of the “finite size Hamiltoni
arms”
H{n+1,...n+m} = ,,+(h) E
iO
(5.11)
for am > P also vanish. The kernel of H{j m} A”’ is clearly equal to the
intersection of the kernels of the positive operators Ilk. On the other hand, since
..m) ) = 0, the support cm of the in-step density matrix must he contained
in the kernel of H1 rn The following Lemma asserts that these two spaces are,
in fact, equal. Hence if h E A exposes w, themu so clues H{1,.,m} E A®m.
5.5 Lemma. For all ru> P> P0
rn—i’
cm
=
7-t 0 c
Proof : Proceeding by induction over in, beginning with the trivial statement
for in. = P, we have to show that ci’-H — ti’ fl c, provided that I >
P. The latter condition means that Fi’_ : B —ì ci’— i is injective, i.e. that
tr(Bz’(1i) (p,.1 )) 0 for all (I — 1)—tuples (/ij,.. .pi’_i) implies B = 0. Now
the vectors Z (/‘i,. . . si’1)mj , . .
.
c 11 7 are precisely those with
(/‘I, iti’+i) tr(B(it.i’+i )e(pti’)’ (;t )*)
with B(pi’+ ) an arl)itrary /Li’+ -dependent matrix, which is uniquely determined by
4 because Fi’ is injective. The condition E 1PØ c can be expressed similarly with
a pm -dependent matrix C(pm). Then F c 0 7( fl o c if
0 = tr(B( is,m )V()* .
. v(p1 )*)
— tr(C(ILI )v(pi’+m )* v( )* . . .
= tr({v(p.m )*B(pj+i)
— C(pi )v([ti’+i ) }v(pi’) . ..ii(i’s)
Since this relation holds for all (P — 1)-tuples (ps, .
. .p), the expression in braces
must vanish for all Pe+ 1 . Hence using (5.3.1)):
B(p) = v(v)v(v)*B(p) = v(v)C’( ii)v(p )* = Dv(p )*
with D
= i’(v)C(v). Hence = Fi’+1(D) E ci’+i. The converse inclusion is
trivial, since for given D we can take B(,u) = Dv(p)* and C’(p)
This Lemma points out an interesting feature of the structure we investigate
here. Given an arbitrary subspace ci’ C we could take time intersection in time
statement of the Lemma as a definition of a subspace cr11 C Themu cm is the
kernel of any positive h A®i’ with kernel ci’. Obviously, the definition of “exposing
interactions” depends only on these spaces, and one might try to set up a general
i.e. a...(im + 1) > (i_(Ti).
- (I. (a )t.r( p i’(1i)B’ Bi’(ji )*)
= (t_(fl)tr(plE(B’B)) = o...(ii )tr(pB*B)
.
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theory of such interactions and their ground states. The problem with this is that
for a generic Siibspace , C 7() the intersection ti0 simply becomes empty for large
in In fact, for ii generic subspaces 1? of a. vector space 1? the inequality
dim(fl R1 ) > climR, — (ri * 1 )dimR
is an equality, whenever the right hand side is nonzcro. Therefore, a naive estimate
of the a hove intersection would be
diinQ,,, (m (‘+ 1 )d’ ((hclin1f m (‘ )rn - (‘+1
an(1 this certainly becomes negative for large in. Thus the siaces = F’( B) are
special in that. these intersections stay nonernpty, and it is precisely this property,
which makes the existence of “exposed’ states possible.
With the help of Lemma 5.5 we can now give a concise characterization of the
different. interactions exposing w. Since w, considered as a state on the chain (A”)
satisfies the general assumptions of this section, we may also look for interactions
Ii’ E (A) A®1’( exposing w. All these interactions are equivalent in the
following strong sense.
5.6 Lemma. Let 5. he an interaction exposing w, and let p, (“ E IN with
(‘ > (‘0. For ii’ E An1 , and rn E IN let
This estimate follows simply by inserting the definitions of H0, H, and counting
how often each translate o(h), o’,(h’) occurs in the sum in the middle. Combining
the estimates we find the inequality stated in the Lemma with C = ri HjImo/q,
and C = ii’JIHolI’(rno f/ + i)’.
5.7 Theorem. Let S E be an interaction exposing w. Then w is the unique
state on A such that
for all i E
= 0
Proof Let u, he a state with w(h ) 0 Then for all i E 7/ and ri > (‘the density
matrix Wt+1 ‘+} of ‘ A{I+l i+n} is supported by the subspace fl07.(n 0
0 Hence by Lemma 5.5 W{+I,...j+} is supported by 0 for all i,n.
Thus we have a representation = , r(B.,))(F(B with B., E B,
and Z, IIF(B.,)H2 = 1. For A E A{j+l,..j+m} we apply this representation and
Lemma 5.2(2) with sufficiently small j and sufficiently large m. to obtain
c’(A) w(A)I = { (F,(B,), AF(B,) w(A)(Fn(B3),r0(B,) } I
<(a(i
-j) + a(n. + i -j - rn))IIAII Z IIBsII
- j) + a(n + i j — rn))a(nr’ jAil
For small j and large a the bracket can he made arbitrarily small.
=
Suppose that 5’ is an interaction exposing w considered as astate on (A”) . Then
there are constants C such that for pm C + p — 1 and in C’
C. Hu,_pm1 <H1
,.j,rnl <C.f H11 pn}
Proof : Let rn0 be the smallest in with iii > C’ and rn. > (C + p
—
1)/p. Then the
Hamiltonians H0 H11,0001 and H E H1 j,rn,d are both defined in A{i,..pmol.
Since both interactions expose w, both H0 and H have the same kernel, namely
cpm0. Hence
H0 < II H0 11(11 — C,0,,) H11 j(i’ )i H
where u’ is the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of H1. Similarly, we obtain the estimate
Hr’, < q jjH j. Now for on. ni we have
H11,0 < o,,1(Ho) < m0H{1011,}
Hi,pm1 pm}
1=0
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We close this section with a collection of properties of w, which are immediate
consequences of the foregoing.
5.8 Proposition. w is a pure state on A with zero entropy density. The non-zero
cigenvalues of the density matrix of w A’ converge to the numbers {p .
where are the eigenvalues of p. The limiting absolute entropy of w is twice
the entropy of p.
Proof: Any convex component Zi < Aw of w satisfies the condition of the theorem,
and is hence equal to w. Since the n-step density matrix is supported by s,,, which
has dimension k2 for large n, its entropy is bounded by 21n(k), so the entropy per
site vanishes as ri -
. By Lemma 5.1.(1) the n-step density matrix is FI,VF*,
and since F,, becomes an isometry in the limit, we merely have to compute the
eigenvalues of W,,(B) = pBp. The eigenvectors of W,, are B = lxc)(xpl, where
{x} is an eigenhasis of p, so the eigenvalues are p,,,pp. The limiting entropy of
I A® is the entropy of W00 p 0 p.
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For C*finitely correlated states, which are riot purely generated, the entropy
density does not vanish in general. One may even find interactions with a (non
unique) (*fiuijt.ely. correlated ground state having positive entropy density [30]. We
do tiot know whether a C*finitely correlated state with vanishing entropy density
is necessarily purely generated.
6. The ground state energy gap
There are two natural ways of looking at the infinite sum in the formal Harniltonian
H
= ZnE The first is to discuss only energy densities, i.e. the expectations
of the individual terms in this sum. For example, in the last section we considered
states, in which each term had zero expectation so that we never had to consider the
convergence of the sum. Another natural approach is to consider the Hamiltonian
riot as an observable, but as the generator of the dynamical automorphisin group
t r1 E AutA . More precisely, the generator of this group is the closure of
X —* ifH, XJ, defined on strictly local operators X, and for such X only a finite
number of terms in the Hamiltonian contributes to the commutator. The notion of
“ground state” corresponding to the latter view of the Hamiltonian is the inequality
w(X*[H,XJ) 0 for all local X E A (6.1)
This is equivalent, to the positivity of the Hamiltonian H, which is defined in the
GNS-representation (7r,7-1,j) of the state w by
= (6.2)
When h E A’ is an interaction exposing w in the sense of Definition 5.4, we have
forXEA{flfl+,}:
w(X*[H, X]) = w(X*[Hp n+rn+f} X]) W(X*H{n_(,.,.n+m+f}X) , (6.3)
since for all a we have w(X*Xo(h)) = 0. Therefore, the positivity of
H{n_f,...n+m+F} implies that the ground states considered in the previous section
are also ground states in the sense of inequality (6.1). It is known [16] that, con
versely, inequality (6.1) implies the minimum energy density propFerty for translation
invariant states.
In this section we want to investigate the existence of gaps above the ground
state. Again there will he two interrelated notions of “gap”. The first is to replace
the positivity of H171 fn} by the stronger requirement that the first non-zero
eigenvalue of this operator is bounded below by a constant > 0, independently
of a and in > f. The second notion is to postulate that H has a spectral gap,
i.e. that the eigenvalue zero is isolated from the remainder of the spectrum by an
interval of length 7. This is equivalent to the inequality
w(X*[H,X]) 7{w(XX) w(X)f2} (6.4)
for all local X E . Again we can use equation (6.3) to simplify this expression,
so that only the finite volume Hamiltonians appear.
The following Lemma shows that for the states under consideration a gap in
the first sense implies the inequality (6.4).
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6.1 bemma. Lot. ii E A he an interaction exposing the C*finitely correlated
State . Suppose that for all siifficiriitlv large in IN the first non-zero eigenvalue
of H1 m is larger than ‘y > 0. Then inequality (64) holds.
Proof: Lot, X
€
A be local. Then by translation invariance of H and w we may
assume E A1 rn) . Since neither side of inequality (6.4) changes, if we replace X
by X — w(.V)1, We max also assume that w(X) = 0. Consider for each L the vector
(I ‘)X n 1iFirni(I)) 7.(øi (-1cm
Vve al)l)reviate by H’ the Hamiltonian H11
, ;n+1} acting in this space, and its
ground state projection by C “. By assumption, H” > ( I — C”) for sufficiently
large L. Tlmemi by Lemma 5.2(2) we have I ‘1’ j. 112 = ‘(X*X) + O(o( I.)). and for an
arbitrary vector2i+,(B) in the range of C’ we have
(F21,+m(B), ‘I’,,) = w(X)(B, I),, + IIBlI . O(a(L))
= IlF2r+,(B)Il . O(a(L))
Hence IC’’T’,j = O(a(L)). Using Lenirna. 5.2(2) once more we find
w(X*IH,X1) = w(X*H{mp,fl+r}X) (i,H1i_pm+p1— O(a(L — C))
= (‘r, H”’,) — O(u(L))
? f(Pj,,(I — CL)p,,) — O(a(L)) =7w(X*X) — O(a(L))
The result follows by letting L —f .
It, is clea,r from Lemma 5.6 and equation (6.3) that if one interaction exposing
w has a non-zer3 gap, then all other such interactions will have the same property.
The special interaction, for which we shall prove this property in Theorem 64 will
he of the form (I
— 02,,) for some p. The following Lemma establishes the basic
estimate for ground state projections needed in the proof of 6.4.
6.2 Lemma. For all C,m,r IN, with In> C, and a(m),a._(m.) as in Lemma. 5.2:
Il(0+rn Ir)(I )Cm+r) — C+,,+rlI o(rn)_+a(m)
u_ ( m.)
Proof: Since Cf+m+r < ( hEr), we can write (Cf+m 0 Ir)(i 0 Cm+r) —
C+m--r(C+m0IrGf+m+r)(I(Gm+rG+m+r). Therefore,wehavetoprove
the following statement: for any vectors E c+m (:)Hr and ‘P E ?i’ 0 crn+r such
that, ‘P,’I’ ± c,+m+r, we have QF, P)j < RHS I’PIj. Ij’PIl. We shall write all vectors
in components with respect to a basis {‘!‘,,} C H, grouping the (C+m.+r)-tuple
of indices into three tuples f 11m, ,,,r of lengths C, i’o, r, respectively. We use the
abbreviation ,(1m)
“(i’,+ )v(tI.f+2) (I’p+m), and similar ones for v(i!) and
v(i’). Then by definition of T, we can write the components of and ‘P in the
form
(i’, ELm, lir) = tr((pT),,(pm )*v(pf)*)
‘‘(i, .‘‘) = tr(”T’(it’)v( ,r )*iu(,jm )*)
where ‘P(ii ) ‘I’(/) Ei Mk for each triple i’ or pt
We show first an estimate of (, “I’), which does not use the orthogonality of these
vectors to ct+m+r, namely
where
l(’P) - (Am, A),,j < a(m) , (*)a_(m)
= ir)pu,(pr)p_1 and =
1’” lit
=
p0((1,f),,(r *))
Ii’
.1’”
Upon noting that
we can use Lemma 5.2 to write this as
(ui(p’) (pr) ‘P(,t),(,r)*),, = > tr(p (pr)*?,(l,f)4,(ItV(pr)*)
i4i’
= tr(p{ )pv(Ilr)p1)*{1(1,(t)})
=
(L\’, At),,
lie
and a. remainder, which is bounded by
Il’()*F(i?!I,, . II
This sum is estimated with the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, using
lI(’)’P()lI = >
pt,,ir
= tr(p(pr)(pr)) <a(e + m)’ llF,+m((l1r))ll2
= a(( + rnr’ Jlll2 <a(mrmIlIl2
and a similar computation for ‘I’, using Z,, m,(I,,i*pv(It = p. This yields the error
estimate given in (*).
Equation (*) takes a particularly simple form if (resp. ‘I’) is in the suhspace
say equal to y = r,+m+r() with M,. This condition is equivalent to
the special form (p’) = v(p’) (resp. ‘P(t’) = ,,(11t)*.) We then have A =
(resp. A,,,
= ), and that the sum Ilz,(,, *(,Lr)II2 appearing in the error
estimate of (*) is equal to
If ‘P 1 g,+m+r, we then find that for all E Mk
I(,A),,l a(m,)a(mIh/2IlIIp* ll’PII
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In other words, \p
,,
< o(m. )a (in) 1 /2 Together with the analogous esti—
mate for and (*) we finally obtain
I ((F, H (z\, tp) I + a(rn )/a (iii )III II II
<(a(in)2/a_(rn) + u(in)/a (m)) IIII II II
In the following Lemma E A F and E V F denote the largest lower hound and
least upper bound in the lattice of projections, respectively.
6.3 Lemma. Let E and F be orthogonal projections on a finite dimensional Hubert
space 7t then:
(1) IIEF-EAFII=II(I_E)(IF).(1_E)A(I_F)II
(2)EF+FE>IIEF_EAFII(E+F)
Proof: Both E V F and E A F reduce all the operators that appear in the statement
of the Lemma. The inequality (2) is trivially satisfied on (EVF) and on EAF and
both EF — E A F and the corresponding expression for the orthogonal complements
vanish on (EVF)-fl and (EAF)1-1. We can therefore as well suppose that EVF = I
and E A F = 0.
(1) Since 7-1 is finite dimensional, we can find unit vectors (F, ‘I’ e 7-1, for which
((F, EFI’) = IIEFII r, iS real and attains its maximum. Clearly, we must have
E(F = (F and F’ = (F. For fixed (F, E7-( cp F-* (V,E(F) attains its maximum only
when is a positive multiple of E’I’. Hence E’I’ = q(F, and F(F = ri4’. Consider
now the vectors (F’ = — iji and (F’ = i’I’ — (F. These satisfy E(F’ = F4” = 0, and
II(FII2 = IIII2 = 1 — 2 Moreover, ((F’, (F’) = q. Hence
IIEFII II(F’H II’’II = ri(l 712) —((F’ ‘I’’) ((F’,(I E)(I — F)4’’)
11(1 E)(1l — FlU II’II - 1I’1’’W
and IIEFII < ( I E)( I — Flu. The reversed inequality follows by exchanging
E—i(I—E)aiiclF—(I—F).
(2) Since E V F = I and E A F = 0, any vector in 7-1 can be written uniquely as
+ with Ep = p, Fm!’ = ‘. Consider the eigenvalue equation
Then by uniqueness of the decomposition we must have E(p + ‘) = (1
i.e. Em/’ = —o, and, similarly, Fy = —om/’. Taking the inner product of the first
equation wit!x ij’ and of the second with , we get (p, ‘) = —IIII2 = =
II,II2. Hence oy- I’ll = -(p’ ‘) = -(p, EF’) IIEFII H. Thus
BEFII, and (E + F) (1 IEFII)I. Squaring the last inequality we get
EF + FE = (E + F 1)(E + F) -IIEFW(E + F).
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Combining the two parts of the proof, it is clear that the eigenvector of E + F with
smallest eigenvalue is (F + (F.
6.4 Theorem. Let Ii. e A®e be an interaction exposing a purely generated C*.
finitely correlated state w. Then the gap-inequality (6.4) is satisfied for some strictly
positive
.y.
Proof : By Lemma 5.6 and equation (6.3) it is clear that we can pick some
> e0, consider w as a state on the chain (A0) and prove the theorem for the
special nearest neighbour interaction h (I G25) (A)2. By Lemma 6.1 this
can be achieved by showing that for all in E IN
H{1,,,,mp} = ai+pi(I
— 02p) -y(I — Grnp)
Since Gmp is the ground state projection of H11 npJ, the two sides of this in
equality commute, and by the functional calculus the inequality is equivalent to
(H{lmp})2 We thus have to find a lower bound for the sum of the
(in — 1)2 terms defining (H{1 mp})2- The sum of time diagonal terms in this square
just reproduces H1 mph Since+1(h) and+1(h) commute for Ii — iI > 1, we
can bound the sum of all such cross terms by zero. To the projections E op+i(h)
and F =+1(h) with
—jI = 1 we apply Lemmas 6.3(2), 6.3.(1), 5.5, and 6.2,
obtaining
IIEF+FEII -IIEF—EAFII(E+F)
= HI(02p 0 Ip)(Ip 0 C25) — (02, 0 I) A (Ip 0G25)II(E .4. F)
1 + a(p)
—a(p) (E + F) —E5(E + F)
a_(p)
Note that the coefficient E1, in this bound can be made arbitrarily small, by choosing
p large enough. Since each aJ)+j(lm) occurs in at most two of these cross terms, we
find that (H{ 1 np} )2 (1 2s )H1 imp) , i.e. the special interaction chosen in
this proof has a gap at least (1
—
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7. Applications
7.1. Classical systems
In this section we consider C*finitely correlated states for which both algebras A
and B are abehan and finite dimensional. Hence A C(cl) is the set. of complex
valued functions on a finite set f, say
--- (1,. . . d}. Thus as a vector space A
is just (“i, and its hermit.ian part 1W’ is ordered componentwise. The projections
e, E A with c,() b, obviously form a. basis of A. Similarly, B C({1,.. . k}) for
sonic k < ‘o. The map IE : A B — B is best. decomposed into the d operators
B c, B). Since a. map from or into a.n abelian C*_algchra is completely
positive if it. is positive [53], this constraint on IE just means that each E,, written
as a k x k-matrix with respect to the canonical basis of B 12k has positive matrix
elements. In order to get. a C*finitely correlated state we further need a vector
cE B Ck with positive components (which we can take as I by Lemma 2.5), and
another vector p with positive components. With the notations (., .) for the scalar
product. of €k, XT for the transpose in Mk, and JE
= =1 JE, these objects have
to satisfy lEe = e, and ETp =
In probability theory a state on the chain C(1) is usually called a “stochastic
process” with state space Q, and the state is usually expressed via the Riesz repre
sentation theorem as a cylinder measure i on Q . In our construction this measure
is given by
i’( { ku,. .. k,,, }) = (p, lE . . . 1E )
where { k,,,. . . k,, } denotes the cylinder in t a consisting of those configurations of
the chain that coincide with {k. . . . km } at the sites {rm, Ti + 1,. . . rn). We shall
also call t a Ct-finitely correlated measure (in [27]these were called “manifestly
positive”).
It is straightforward to see that any finite state space rn-step Markovia.n measure
is a ma.nifestly positive and finitely correlated. In section 4 it was shown that
the purely generated C*finitely correlated states are the basic building blocks for
constructing arbitrary C*finitely correlated states. In order to get a general C*_
finitely correlated state we had to allow for larger one-site algebras and product
completely positive mappings between chain algebras. In the context of probability
theory it is natural to restrict attention to product. positive maps between algebras of
continuous functions on c nfigurat.ion spaces. We will moreover drop the stochastic
character of the mapping by considering product mappings between configuration
spaces. Such mappings, which are homomorphisms on the level of functions on
configuration space, are usually called ‘functions’ of a process. We can now state
the following result:
7.1 Theorem. Let p be a C*finitely correlated measure on a Then there exists
a finite set , a Markovian measure on Qj and a function 1 : —, such
that i = o a Moreover we can choose in such a way that #1 <(#cl)4.
Our next aim is to give an expression for the entropy (lensity of the measure.
Such an expression has been obtained by [15] and was extensively studied in [27].
For technical convenience we assume the rather strong irreducibility condition that
all matrix elements of the lEk, {k = 1,. . . d} are strictly positive. This implies
that IE has trivial peripheral spectrum, and hence that the measure 1’ ha.s no non
trivial periodic components. Much weaker conditions are discussed in [27]. We
first introduce a dynamical system for the purpose of describing the structure of the
‘conditionings’ of the process i. So let us denote by B the set of positive elements
i’ in E such that (v, e) = 1. Thus if we take i’ = ‘B, as we may, B is just the state
space of B.
An operator T, is now defined on the space C(B) of continuous complex-valued
functions on
(Tf)(u) = (v,Eae)f(Fa(ii)) f E C(Z3)
Ta(ii) =
(ii, Ear)
where Pa : B i B, is defined by
7.2 Theorem. With the above notations there exists a unique probability measure
on B, which is invariant under T5. The mean entropy .c(t) of the measure p is
given by:
f (dii)h.a(i1)aEO
where ha(ii) = —(v,Eae)log(e,Eae).
The C*finitely correlated states described in this section may, of course, he
used to generate states on chains Aa with non-commutative A by applying a.
completely positive map IF : C() — A at each site as in Proposition 4.4. These
C*finiitely correlated states, which could be called non-classical functions of Markov
processes, exhaust only a small subset of the C*finitely correlated states. In such
a state the correlations across any bond will be “classically correlated” in the.ense
of [56], i.e. the state can be decomposed a.s arm integral over states, in which the
right and left halves of the chain are completely uncorrelated. It is easy to see that
non-trivial purely generated states, as studied in sections 5 and 6 cannot have this
property.
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It would be interesting to have examples for states over a classical chain (A
abelian), generated with a non-abelian algebra B. More generally, one might look
for finitely correlated states over a classical chain, which are not even C*finite1y
correlated. We did not succeed in settling the question whether this is possible.
7.2. Integrable systems
Since C*finitely correlated states are easy to construct, it is natural to use them as
trial states in the ground state variational problem of a given interaction. Here we
prove a general result, which illuminates the nature of this variation. It also allows a
neat one-line proof of the fact that the ground state of the antiferroiiiagiietic spin-1/2
Heisenherg chain with nearest neighbor interaction h
=
o ØuL E M2aM2
and of some of its generalizations [55,11] are not C*finitely correlated.
arbitrary polynomial conditions (with coefficients in IF), until we have one isolated
solution of a system of algebraic equations, which represents a minimizer. We can
separate this solution from possible further solutions of the same system (which
might not minimize the energy) by some polynomial inequalities. The resulting sys
tem of polynomial equations and inequalities thus has a unique solution in the real
field. By Tarski’s Theorem [40,sect.5.6] we can find a set of integer polynomial
conditions on the coefficients of all these polynomials, which decides the existence
of solutions of the system for any real closed field. Since there is a solution in real
variables, this condition is satisfied for the given coefficiens. Hence there must also
be a solution in the real closed extension of F, i.e. the unique solution is algebraic
over IF. Therefore also the value of the energy functional must be algebraic.
7.3 Proposition. Let h E (Md)®f be hermitian, and suppose that with respect to
some basis {) the real and imaginary parts of all matrix elements
( ® . . . ® . . .
are in some subfield F C IR.. Suppose that hmjn inf{w(h) w e T} is attained at
a C*finitely correlated state. Then hmin is algebraic over F.
Proof: We may suppose that the minimizing state w is generated by E Md 0
—, Mk and p: Mk —+ C. In particular, this state has minimal energy density
among all states generated by different maps F, p acting on the same spaces. We
have to show that minimizing the energy functional over this set leads to an algebraic
minimal value,
Since {lr(Md) 0 M VCk) is total in the Stinespring dilation space I o Ck of
F, 7-( has at most dimension &k2 . k < no. We may therefore fix a sufficiently
large dimensional space 1’( and a representation w : Md —* 7’t, and the map V of
Proposition 4.3 and a matrix R E Mk, with p(B) = tr(BR*R) to parametrize all
C*finitely correlated states generated in Mk.
Using this parametrization there are no positivity constraints, but only the con
straints IE(1) = I, and p(IE(I 0 B) = p(B), which are a set of polynomial identities
with integer coefficients in the (real and imaginary parts) of the matrix elements of
V and R. The energy functional
(V, R) —* tr(RIE(’)(li 0 1 )R*)
is a polynomial of degree 2 in R and degree 21’ in V, with coefficients in F. Since
the constraints force V and B to lie in given compact sets, minimizers of the con
strained variational problem exist. Introducing as additional variables the Lagrange
multipliers A for the constraints, we obtain a system of polynomial equations for
the minimizing (V, B, A). We can cut down the set of minimizing (V, B, A) by further
Recently the exact ground state energy density has been computed for a class of
models generalizing the usual spin 1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet [55,11]. These
models are spin-J chains with isotropic nearest neighbor Hamiltonians and the ma
trix elements of the interaction are algebraic numbers.
7.4 Corollary. The ground state of the spin-i Heisenberg antiferromagnet and of
its generalizations [55,11] to higher half-integer spins is not finitely correlated.
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Proof: The known exact values [36,55,11] of the ground state energies for these
models are not algebraic.
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7.3. Gauge invariant states
It. is clear that under suitable covariance conditions IE and p will generate a
state, winch is invariant, under the action of some compact symmetry group on
A. Here we shall briefly look at some groups, which are naturally associated with
each Ct-finitely correlated state. For simplicity we shall assume throughout this
subsection that. w is ergodic, and represented such that the eigenvalue 1 of IE is
simple,
7.5 Definition. Let w be an ergodic C*finitely correlated state generated by IE
and p. Then we shall call the set of U E A with PlUM < 1, for which there is sonic
non—zero B B with
the gauge group C of w.
E(Ucrn=B
Of course, we shall have t.o show that G is indeed a group This is established
in the following result, together wit.h some further properties.
7.6 Proposition. Let U C. Then the the equation IE(U 0 B) = B determines
B up to a scalar factor. U is unitary, and B can be taken to be unitary. Weshall
denote one unitary choice of B by (U). For all X E A 0 B and C e B we have
IE(X U o .\(U)) = E(X)A(U)
E(A(U)*c(u)) = (U)*E(c)(U) and p((U)C(U)) = p(C)
Moreover, G is a subgroup of the unitary group of A, and .\ is a representation of
C up to a phase.
Suppose that B Mk B(K;), and let a : A —. B(?t), and V : K; — 0 K
he the Stinespring dilation of E. as in Proposition 4.1. Then there is a. unitary
representation V G . ir(A)’ C B(H) such that for U E C
V)(U) = (a(UA’(U) 0 )(U))V
Conversely, if for some unitary U A we can find unitaries .X’(U) E a(A)’ and
(U) E B satisfying this equation, we have U E C.
Proof : We use the same technique a.s in the proof of 3.3. Consider the positive
semidefinite sesquilinear map /1: (A 0 B) x (A o B) — B given by
f3(X, Y) = 1E(XY) — IE(X)*IE(Y)
Then if IE(U 0 B) = B and lUll < 1, we ha.ve
O</3(UOB, UoB)=1E(U*UoB*B)B*B<]E(1OB*B)_.B*B
Since p is invariant under iE, the p-expectation of the right hand side vanishes, and
by faithfulness of p we have i3(U 0 B, U 0 B) = 0. Since the eigenvalue 1 of IE
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is simple, E(B*B) = B*B implies that B*B is a multiple of the identity, so B
proportional to a unitary \(U). Moreover, 3(X, U 0 B) = 0 = E(X U 0 B)
IE(X)*B for all X, which proves that E(X U 0 B) = IE(X)B. It is clear that the
set H of pairs (U, B) satisfying this equation for all X is a group (the existence of
an inverse follows by putting X X U 0 B in this equation). In particular, if
(U,B1),(U,2EHwealsohave(I,BB2)EH. Biit(I,B)E HirnphiesE(B) B,
and hence that B is a multiple of I. This shows the uniqueness of B up to a factor.
Now
IE(B*CB)
= 1E((U 0 B)*(1 o C)(U 0 B))
= B*E(10C)B = B*E(C)B
Consequently the unique invariant state of IE must 9lso be invarrint under unitary
transformation by B.
Consider now the dilation ir,V. The set {(ir(A)0B)Vy} spans ?(®K; by definition
of the Stinespring dilation. On this set we define
Cr(a(A) 0 B)Vcp = (ir(A) 0 B)(lr(U)* 0 ,\(U)*)V,\(U)p
That this definition is unambiguous, and specifies a unitary operator U both follows
from the computation of its matrix elements between (ir(A) a B)Vp and
= (ir(A’) 0 B’)Vcp’
(Ut, U’) = (V\(U)o, (w(UA*AU*) 0 (A(U)B*Bl;\(U)*))VA(U)soI)
= ((U), E((uA*AIU*) 0
= ((p, IE((A*AI)0(B*BI))SoI)
=
From its definition it is clear that U commutes with I 0 B, hence is of the form
U = .\‘(U) 0 I, and commutes with ir(A) 0 I, so ,\‘(U) commutes with w(A).
The equation V(U) = ir(U)A’(U) a (U)V implies that IE(X(U 0 (U))) =
IE(X).\(U), and hence that U E C.
Definition 7.5 does not only depend on the state w, but also on the particular
representation as a C*finitely correlated state in terms of E and p. The following
gives a simple criterion for deciding for some U e A, whether they belong to G,
without looking at the C*finitely correlated representation.
7.7 Proposition. Let G0 denote the set of all U E A with 1, and such that
liminf sup w(A 0 U 0 A) > 0
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wh€.cethesupreinumisoverN >0, and allA_ E A{.N 0) andA+ E A{fl+1,.+N)
with norm less than one. Let G1 denote the set of all unitaries U
€
A such that for
allN>0, andXEA”:
w(U®X(U*)ØN)
= w(X)
Then G0 C {c j a E 111) G C G1, and G0 generates a normal subgroup G0 C G1.
Proof: By the 2-positivity of IE we have for all A e A, b E B:
IIlEABIl = trplfi(A 0 B)*E(A 0 B) <trplE(A*A 0 BB)
IAf2trplE(BB) = IIAII2trpB*B = IAII2IB
Hence 11E1 BAIl as an operator on (B, (., .)). Using the iterates E(N) of E (see
equation 2.2) we can write
w(A_ 0 U®” 0 A®) = (lEN+l)I lEEI) (,
Since II±I < IIA±Ii < 1 is uniformly bounded, this matrix element of 1E can stay
away from zero only if the spectral radius of lE is at least one. Since liEu II 1, and
B is finite dimensional, this means that E11 must have an eigenvalue of modulus
one, say Eu(B) = IE(U 0 B) = etmB. Hence e”'U e G. For U E G, we get
® )(U))) =Et”(X).A(U) by induction on ii, which together with the
A(U)-invariance of p implies that U G1.
If U E G0 and U’ E we have UUUI* E G0, since we can simply transform
A® in the definition of G0 by a tensor power of U’. Hence G0 generates a normal
subgroup.
representation of SU(2). The state thus obtained is the one studied in [5,Sect.2].
A generalization of this example will be studied in the next section.
In the case of purely generated states we can strengthen Proposition 7.7 as
follows. By G we denote the connected component of the identity in G1, considered
with the topology inherited from A. Recall that G0 denotes the group generated by
G0.
7.8 Proposition. Let A = Md, and let w be an ergodic purely generated C
finitely correlated state of A . Then G C G0. In particular, if G1 is connected
we have G0 = C C1.
Proof: By Theorem 5.7 w is the unique ground state of an interaction h E A®’
exposing w. By averaging U®h U®f* over U C1 we may also assume that h
commutes with U® for U E C1. Now by Theorem 6.4 there is a positive 7 such
thatforallmElNandXfiA{lm}:
W(X*H{i!H.m+t}X) {w(XX)
— Iw(X)12)
Let U E G1, and apply this inequality to X = U®”’. Inserting
,a(h) into the left hand side we find three types of terms: The majority (for
large in) is equal to
= w(h) 0
Using the dilation theory in Proposition 7.6 it is quite easy to construct states
with a given gauge group. For simplicity, let us take A = Md, so the gauge group will
be some subgroup of the unitary group U(d) in d dimensions. We can then pick any
two representations .), .)‘ of G subject to the sole constraint that there exists a non
zero intertwining operator (and hence an intertwining isometry) V : AJ —‘
satisfying
VA(U) = (U® ‘(U) (U))V
for allU G. SetB= B(PC), IE(AØB)= V*(A0I,,0B)V, e = I E B
B(A), and choose an IE-invariant state p on B(A), e.g. the normalized trace. Then
(E, p, e) generates a state w, whose gauge group in the above sense contains G. A
map IE of this form is pure if ,‘ is one dimensional. Thus, in order to construct
purely generated gauge invariant states by this formula, we only have to pick the
representation .X. Note that the intertwining relation does not automatically imply
that E has only one fixed vector, so this condition has to be checked by hand. If it is
satisfied, however, the theory of sections 5 and 6 applies. In the simplest example of
this structure the gauge group is SU(2), B = M2, and A = M3 contains the spin-i
The other terms, coming from the boundaries, are of the forms
®1®e.kL®k 0 i®f_k*) and w((I®’ 0 U)h(I®’ 0 U®k))
Let L(U) denote the sum of the 2 boundary terms. Then z(I) = 0, and by
continuity of z\ there is a neighbourhood .Af of the identity in C1 such that for
U iV we have
Iw(U®”’)12 > i —7’(U) > 0
for all sufficiently large m. Hence V C 0, and the result follows by taking products
of elements in .iV.
U
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7.4. integer spin chains
In this section we apply the scheme ollt.ljne(l at, the end of section 7.3 to the simplest
case: the construction of SU(2)-invariant purely generated C*finitely correlated
states on spiii chains. Thus A
= .A42,+1 where .1 is the value of the spin at, each
site. For reasons that will become apparent immediately, we shall assume that J is
an integer. The algebra B will be chosen as M2+1 for some not necessarily integer
j e satisfying j > .J/2. These are precisely the constraints on j and j for an
intertwining operator
V : . C21 2j+l wit,h (V = VD/
to exist. In this case V is unique up to a scalar factor, and we can, and will choose
this facto so that, V is an isometry. Then IE : A 0 B —* B, given by IE(X) = V*XV
is completely J)osit.ive and unit preserving. Since V is an intertwiner, IE is obviously
covariant in the sense that
= c 0
Let us denote by r the normalized trace on B, which is the only rotation invari
ant state on that algebra. Since IE obviously maps rotation invariant into rota
tion invarja.rt, states, it. is clear that T o hE = r. Consequently, (hE, r, I) gener
ate a C*finitely correlated state w3, which is SU(2)-invariant in the sense that,
j (VJ A(VV)°Th*) = w3(.4) Not.e also that. is pure, so w is purely gener
ated, and since the eigenva.hiie 1 of lE is non-degenerate (see below) the whole theory
of sections 5 and 6 applies.
7.9 Proposition. Any correlation function n E IN —4 c(n) w(Xio’(X2))with
A’4, X E is of the form c(n)
= Zoak. for some constants ak,
where )k is the ktl eigenvalue of IE. )‘k is (2k + 1)-fold degenerate, and equal to
k=0,...2j
L,.J J kj
where thembol between braces is a Wigner 6j-syinbol using the conventions of
[25].
Proof : In order to get. a.t the beha.vior of the correlation functions we must di
agonalize hE. There is a natural identification of the k x k matrices Mk with
0 €k: the rank 1 opera.tor i/’)(yI is mapped onto i/ 0 where is a
complex conjugation on Ck. This is in fact a unitary transformation if we equip
Mk with the Hilbert-Schinidt inner product (A,B) TrA*B, The representation
q e SU(2) o(.) = 7(k) V in the a.utomorphisms of Mk is transported by
this unitary transformation into the representation g ® SU(2) ‘— ® V where
vs but, as there is up to unitary equivalence only one irreducible spin
k representation of SU(2), V and D(k) are unitarily equivalent.
As we have to consider decompositions of tensor representations of SU(2) we recall
the usual conventions [251:
• {I k, rn) rn. = —k, —k + 1,. . . k} denotes the standard basis of C2 which
corresponds to the spin k representation of SU(2): k, in) is the normalized eigen
vector of the z-component of the spin corresponding to the eigenvaiue m and the
successive k, rn.) are obtained by applying the lowering operator to the highest spin
vector j A:, k) and normalizing with a positive factor.
• I (k1,k2)k3,rn.3) denotes the I k3, rn.3) vector in the spin k3 subrepresentation
of V(I® OD(k) The overall phase in each V subrepresentation is fixed by requiring
that, I k1 , k1 )0 I 1:2, k3 — k1) appears with a positive coefficient in (k1, k2 )k3,k3).
As V intertwines DCJ) and Vt” ®Vt we have with the notations of above that the
matrix element,s of V a.re precisely the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients:
(.J.rni I O(j,rn.2 I V Ij,mi +rn.2) = (J,mj I 0(j,m2 I (J,j)j,mi + rn.2)
(J,rn.j,j,rn.2 I (J,j)j,rn.1 +rn.2)
As Eoo” = cs oE, E will he constant on each of the suhspaces of M2)+i that
carries a.n irreducible subrepresentation of Using the identifications of above
the spectrum of hE consists of eigenvalues {‘\k I k = 0, 1,. . . 2j }, and the multiplicity
of Ak is 2k + 1 which is the dimension of the spin k irreducible representation of
In order to compute the values of the Ak it is useful to make the following
explicit choice for the complex conjugation:
k,rn) (_l)k_m I k,—rn) in = —k,—k+ 1,... k
With this choice V = D. As I E M2jj carries the spin 0 subrepresentation
of and has Hilbert-Schmidt norm \/TT’J it can be identified with v’Ti1
I (J, .1)0,0) also the spin k suhspace of M2+1 is generated by {I (j,j)k,rn.) m =
—k, —k + 1,. . . k}. It is now straightforward to write down the eigenvalue equation
for hE and to compute the Ak using the conventions of [25]. As the eigenvalue 1 is
non-degenerate w is pure.
We can now proceed to construct interactions exposing these states. Restrict
ing, for simplicity, to the case j < J < 2j, it is not difficult to see that the range
of F2 has its maximal value k2 = (2j + 1)2. Hence by Definition 5.4 the interaction
length of all these states is 2, and we know that we can find exposing interactions
in A®3, i.e. a.n exposing next-nearest neighbour interaction. When 3 < J, C2 is a
proper subspa.ce of fl®2 This subspace is easily described in terms of the represen
tation theory. Given two representations z = 1,2, let us denote by 1Z 2 the
suhspace of 2si+i ® 2s+l carrying representations with spin less than or equal
to 2, and, similarly, denote by 7?, 93 the subspace of C2’ ® 0
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with spin < s. Then since Vt2 (i) V)V : 7-i ® 7-1 0 K intertwines D
with DL’) 0 ‘D’ 0 it is clear that V2K C R/j. Similarly, Vt3A C R./jj.
Thins if P denotes the projection on 7-1 0 7-1 onto the suhsl)ace carrying the spin—s
representation, we have w ((k3)) 0 with A- E A®2 given by
k2=
s2j+i
Note that k cannot be an exposing interaction for j > J/2, since also WJ/2 (o1k)) E
0, contradicting the uniqueness theorem 5.7. However, for the smallest possible
value j J/2, h = k2 is indeed an interaction exposing w. This reduction from a
next-nearest neighbour to a nearest neighbour interaction follows from the following
Lemma (inserting s
=
= J), which is a direct application of the technique used
in [9,41].
7.lOProposition.Lets,2323EE -1N. Let(s12—j.si —s21),(3--1 —s31)E
IN. Then
® C283+1 ® 7: c
provided that i2 + 23 .53 < s123.
Proof: It is most convenient to realize €29+1 as the space of complex polynomials
in two variables a and i, which are homogeneous of degree 2s. The elements of
€281 + I
€282+ thus become polynomials in four variables a , , U2, and SO on
for higher tensor products. Then i/ E R
.82 if the polynomial ‘ can he factorized
as
2, V2) = (a1 12 V1 u )81 +82 u, lii; 112, a2),
for a polynomial p. which is homogeneous of degree Si
—
2 + j in the variables
(a1,v1), and of degree 2 — s1 + j in the second set of variables. For a discussion
of this structure see [35, p.369 if]. Consider now a polynomials in six variables,
which is in the intersection described in the Proposition, that is a polynomial with
two factorizations
,(ul,l,I;uv;)=(ull,_ lu81+32812y(uI,v1;u2,v2;u3,v3)
= (u2va
—
l2fl:i
)82+8323 (u1 , a1; 112, V2 U3, 5)3)
transformed polynomial. That is to say, i’ is supported by the subspace of spins
less than 812 + 823
—
S
The simplest example of this situation occurs when J = 1 and j = 1/2. In this
case the nearest neighbor interaction h is precisely the projection onto the spin 2
subspace of
€ 0 €, which can explicitly been written in terms of the generators
S of the spin 1 representation of SU(2) as:
h=+1.2+(S) -
For examples of half-integer spin models we refer to [30].
with polynomials p, . Clearly the factors (uiv—viu can not be further factorized
into polynomials. Hence by the prime factorization theorem for many variable-
polynomials [40,Sect.2.16] we find that there must be a polynomial b such that
3) = (ii 112 — Vj 112
)81 +2812 (a2v3 — e2u3)32+533231/,(5ji - - - -
Clearly, i) is homogeneous of total degree 2(s + .s2 + s3 (SI + 2 — 812) — (82 +
83 — s23)) = 2(812 + 23 — 82). Consider now a simultaneous transformation of each
variable pair by an SU(2)-trarisforniation (ui, ) —* (an1 + —b8u + a*vj) with
aa*+bb*
= 1. Since the factor multiplying /‘ is invr.riant under such transformations,
this degree is also the homogeneous power, with which a, a, b, b* appear in the
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Appendix: Matrix order and conditions for positivity (possibly equal) numbers na E ‘I, we can set
M(A 0 13)+ = 0 M,,, a
The concept. of matrix order originated in the theory of operator algebras
[10,23,24,26,50]. As a starting point, one might take the observation that the
order structure of a C*algebra almost determines the algebraic structure, in the
sense that an order isomorphism heween C*.algehra.s can be split in a certain sense
into a homomorphism and an antihomomorphism. Antihomomorphisms like the
transpose map on a iriatrix algebra behave strangely also in that. the tensor product
of such a map with the identity map of another algebra. fails to hr positive. How
ever, if one imposes on (iso-)rnorphisms time requirement. of “complete positivity”,
i.e. the stability of posit.ivit.y under t.ensoring with identity maps, then “order iso-
morphism’ implies algebraic isomorphism. A matrix ordering of a vector space is
just the “enhanced order structure” ,corresponding to this more restrictive notion of
order isomorphism. The reason this struciire appears in the present context is that
an ordered linear subspace or quotient. of a C*a,lgebra automatically inherits a ma
trix ordering from the algebra, but, unless it is a subalgebra, it carries no canonical
product operation. We now proceed with the forma.l definitions.
For any complex vector space 13, we shall denote by M(13) the space of n x n
matrices with entries in 13. We shall also identify this space with .A4 oB, where we
have written M for M (C). M rn will denote tIme space of complex 11 x rn matrices
V = ()fl and for any B E M,,(B), 1 E Mn,rn we define V*BV E Mm(B)
by
(V*BV), = B’
When 13 has an antilinea.r involution B B*, an ordering of 13 is defined by
a proper generating cone 13 C 13h = {B E B I B = B*}, i.e. B is closed
under addition and multiplication with positive scalars., B-i-fl (—13÷) = {0}, and B
generates B as a vector space. M,,(L3) will then always he taken with the involution
(B*),
= A matrix ordered space 13 is by definition a complex vector
space wit.h involution, such that every M(B) is ordered by a proper generating cone
M (13) C M,, (B) h, and these cones have the property that for all n, m. E IN, B E
M(13), V E Mnm we have V*BV E Mrn(B)+. A linear map IF : A — 13 between
matrix ordered spaces is criled completely positive, if the maps IF = idM,, 0 IF,
i.e. the maps defined by (lFA) F(.4,j), i,j = 1, are positive for all a.
If B is matrix ordered, and A is a. finite dimensional C*algehra, then A 0 13
is matrix ordered in a canonical wa.y: since A = for some finite set of
= (M
.
Therefore, it makes sense to demand in Proposition 2.3 that IF : A 0 13 — B is
completely positive.
It is evident that the composition of completely positive maps is completely
posit.ive. Moreover, if IF : B
—
B is completely positive, and A is a finite dimen
sional C*algebra, the map idA 0 IF : A a B — A 0B2 is completely positive. Note
that this is all that is needed for the argument given after Proposition 2.3, which
shows that complete positivity of IF is indeed sufficient to ensure positivity of the
state generated by IF and positive elements e B, p E 13*
The second direction of Proposition 2.3 is now contained in the following
Lemma:
Ad Lemma. Let A be a finite dimensional C*algebra, and let w be a finitely
correlated state on A . Let B denote the unique minimal space characterized in
Proposition 2.1. Then B can he matrix ordered such that IF is completely positive.
Proof: Clearly, 13 inherits an involution from Aby setting [A]* = [A*]. We define
B M(B) to be positive, if there is some A E M(At)+, such that B, = [Ai,].
Clearly, this defines a generating cone in M(B)h. It. is also proper, because if
both B E M(B)÷ and —B e M(B), we have A,A’ e M(A) such that for all
0 <X E A1<o) the a x n-matrix w(X a A,) x(Bij) w(X 0 A) 15 1)0th
positive and negative semidefinite. Thus x(B11)vanishes for all posit.ive X, hence
for all X e A11<0,hence B = 0. The compatibility of these cones for different a
follows directly from the corresponding property of A.
Now let E(A ® [A]) = [A ® Aj as in Lemma 1.1. and let A = as above.
Then by definition X = x e M(AaB) = ea M(M(13)) is positive iff for
each cv there is a positive X M(M(A)) such that for i,j = 1,.. n, ,a,V =
1,. .
.
n we have = [(),‘J. Hence e M(A®A) is also positive,
and so is its equivalence class [X] = E(X).
Note that the matrix order for B is defined completely in terms of w. This has
an important consequence: if there is some automorphism cv of A, such that w is
invariant under sitewise application of cv, formally w o cv, then /3([A]) = [cv°°(A)}
defines an invertible linear map on B. Obviously, IE(cv(A) 0 /3(B)) = cv(E(A 0 B).
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And by simply transforming every step in the construction with n or 3, we find
[7] P. Anderson: The resonating valence bond state in La2Cu04 and supercon
that /3 is eveti completely positive. Clearly, this is would he a very useful fact for
ductivity, Sczence 235, 1196-1198 (1987)
the discussion of gauge groups, as in section 7.3, were it not for the untractahility
of the theory of group representations on general matrix Or(lered spaces. [8] H. Araki: Gibbs states ofaone-dimensional quantum lattic
e, Commun.Mai.h.Phys.
14, 120-157 (1969)
We remark that some of the results stated in the paper for C*finite1y correlated
states can be proven for general finitely correlated states as well. Among these are
[9] D.P. Arovas, A. Auerbach, and F.D.M. Haldane: Extended Heisenberg mod-
Proposition 2.6, and a variant of Proposition 3.1. However, Proposition 3.3 explicitly
els of antiferromagnetism: analogies to the fractional quantum Hall effect,
uses the product in 8, and all of section 4,5,6 would be very difficult to generalize,
Phys.Rev.Lett. 60, 531-534 (1988)
since there seems to be no dilation theory for completely positive maps between
general matrix ordered spaces.
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